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pring is certainly taking its time arriving this
year, isn’t it? Since the last issue the weather
has been nothing short of appalling and I
doubt very many of you have been able to get
out fishing with any regularity whatsoever. If
you have, well done for persevering! Western
European shores were blasted by the now
infamous “Beast from the East” at the end of
February/start of March and Ireland saw the
largest amounts of snowfall since 1982, on top
of consistently, unseasonably cold and wet
conditions. When you are at the mercy of the
weather as much as us anglers it has made for a
pretty grim couple of months, it has to be said!

Onwards and upwards though, right? We have
just passed the Spring Equinox (March 21st) and
soon the clocks “spring” forward again, meaning
more welcome daylight hours and more fishing
time for most of us! All around the country
thoughts are slowly turning back to river trout
sipping dry flies, summer runs of grilse, luresmashing bass and pollock, floats jostling amid
tench bubbles... We are nearly there folks!
In the meantime we have, as usual, a varied
line up for you this issue with very helpful and
insightful pieces on spring salmon (Derek Bell
Jnr.) and trout (Peter Driver), on top of river
piking. Dr. Ken Whelan, one of the foremost
authorities on all things salmonids, presents a
very interesting case for stocking triploid rainbow
trout and exactly what “triploid” means. Sid
Kennedy goes on a crazy last minute, 34 hour,
impulse trip to the Canary Islands in search of
monsters and the Irish Angling Alliance’s Geoff
Cooper reflects on a surreal journey to deepest,
darkest Kashmir, of all places, after brown trout.
Emma White of the Marine Institute explains
why there is an ongoing cod tagging study being
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conducted in the Irish Sea and how anglers can
play their part and possibly make some money
doing so as well! I even make a rare appearance
this time round with some thoughts on spring
carp fishing which hopefully some of you will find
interesting.
Off the Scale as a brand continues to grow and
grow beyond all expectations, and so too, I’m
sure you will agree, does the overall production
quality. At the risk of sounding arrogant, I really
don’t think there is any other freely available
digital magazine that comes remotely close to
this one at the moment. This is only thanks to
the quite ridiculous amount of time and effort
that goes into each and every issue, as well as
the unending support from all of our contributors
and the growing number of readers, plus a big old
slice of passion, as well. I receive more and more
genuinely nice, positive messages about the mag
as time goes on and these really make all the
hard, tiring and downright bad days fade away. As
always, thanks to each and every one of you!
Enjoy the issue and tight lines,

offthescalemag

Off the Scale magazine

@ off_the_scale_magazine

editor@offthescaleangling.ie

@ offthescale_mag
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“LEFTY” KREH R.I.P

The

lowdown

The major angling & fish related news from the past few weeks

OVER 70% OF DEEP-SEA ATLANTIC FISH
CONTAIN MICROPLASTICS, IRISH STUDY FINDS
A new Irish-based
study has confirmed
that plastic pollution
is reaching even
deeper than feared
into the Atlantic
Ocean. Researchers
at the National
University of
Ireland Galway
(NUIG) collected 233 fish gut contents from
seven different species of mesopelagic fish – such as the
spotted lanternfish, rakery beaconlamp, stout saw-palate and
scaly dragonfish - from a depths of 300–600m in a warm-core
eddy located in the Northwest Atlantic, 1,200km due west of
Newfoundland during April and May 2015.
Alarmingly the study found that 73% of samples contained
microplastics in their stomachs, making it one of the highest
reported frequencies of microplastic occurrence in fish
worldwide. The actual numbers of microplastic fragments
or fibres in the gut contents is also of great concern. The
identified microplastics were mainly polyethylene fibres,
commonly blue and black in colour, which typically originate
in the domestic washing of clothes. Co-author Dr. Tom Doyle
of the Ryan Institute at NUIG, said: “It’s worrying to think that
our daily activities, such as washing our synthetic clothes in
our washing machines, results in billions of microplastics
entering our oceans through our waste water stream that may
eventually end up in these deep sea fishes”.
Although the results come from an eddy area known
to accumulate pollution such as plastics, the results
are nevertheless very worrying. Microplastics and their toxins
are known to have a multitude of effects of fish and marine
life, including internal physical damage as well as causing
chemically-induced behavioural changes. Through bioaccumulation the negative impacts of microplastics are felt the
whole way up the food chain and that includes humans who
eat fish.
The study is available to read here:
CLICK HERE
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Want to share your news with us? Think we’ve missed
something that we should cover? Then drop us a message
via social media or email on editor@offthescaleangling.ie
# lowdownOtS

MASS DIE OFF OF SEA LIFE FOLLOWING THE “BEAST FROM THE EAST”
The recent cold weather experienced
across Europe – bringing the highest
snowfall in Ireland since 1982 –
combined with gale-force winds
from Storm Emma has caused mass
mortalities of crustaceans, starfish
and fish along eastern coasts of the
UK and Ireland. Tens of thousands of
creatures including lobsters, crabs,
whelks, sea anemones, sea cucumbers,
mussels and, in particular, starfish were
literally washed ashore recently and
stranded. Some coastal fish species
such as wrasse, eels and rays were also
found dead in large numbers although
abundances were far less than those
relating to invertebrates, which are
less mobile and find escaping such
conditions more difficult.

CATCH A COD, WIN €€€!
The Marine Institute, in partnership with
AFBI in Northern Ireland and CEFAS in
the UK, are conducting a cod tagging
project in the Irish Sea. The project is
funded by the European Commission
and will see the three
research agencies
working alongside the
fishing industry and
recreational fishermen to gain
a better understanding of the factors
that have an influence on cod (Gadus
morhua) in the Irish Sea. Depending
on the tag colour, rewards of €25 and
€75 are offered to anyone who sends
their catch off for analysis. Every 20th
tagged cod submitted will earn a bonus
of €1000! For more details about the
project see Emma White’s article in this
issue HERE

The unusually cold snap resulted in
sea temperature falls of up to 3°C - a
huge drop for the sea, which typically
has very stable and predictable
temperatures. This greatly increased
the levels of lethargy in many
animals and, when coupled with high
winds and rough seas associated
with Storm Emma, resulted in many
creatures being washed ashore in their
torpor-like state. The fact that these
exceptional weather events coincided
with low spring tides also likely
increased the likelihood of animals
being exposed to wave action and
becoming dislodged from their usual
haunts. Although many of the affected
species are usually capable of moving
back into water following strandings,

Photo credit:
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the low air temperatures experienced
would have dealt a further blow to their
survival prospects.

One of the true legends of
fly fishing, Bernard “Lefty”
Kreh has passed away at
his Maryland home at
the age of 93. A globallyrespected fly tyer,
caster, journalist and
author of over 30 angling books,
Lefty was the face of American fly angling,
in particular. He fished with many notable
figures such as US Presidents Carter & Bush,
as well as others including Fidel Castro, Ernest
Hemmingway and golfer Jack Nicklaus. His
characteristic humour and welcoming nature
invited many anglers to the world of fly fishing
and helped countless improve their casting
techniques through his developments in casting
styles as far back as the 1940s. His streamer fly
pattern “Lefty’s Deceiver” (pictured), which he
developed for striped bass fishing, is perhaps
the most famous of all saltwater fly patterns, so
popular in fact that it even made it onto a US
national stamp in 1991!

Natural disasters like this are entirely
unpredictable but many fear that their
frequency will increase as climate
change continues to worsen.

2017 IRISH SPECIMEN FISH REPORT IS OUT
Since the last issue the latest annual
report of the Irish Specimen Fish
Committee (ISFC) has been released.
The ISFC are an independent, voluntary
body of fish enthusiasts & researchers,
founded in 1955, to record the capture
of above-average and record sized fish
in Irish waters.
The last calendar year saw a total of
382 claims ratified by the ISFC, with
a new record established for golden
grey mullet (caught by Dublin angler
Ian Mulligan near Rosscarbery, Co.
Cork, 1.29kg). This fish also won Ian
the Mullet of the Year award and
the Minister’s Award (aka “fish of a
lifetime”). A golden grey mullet also saw
six year-old Amy O Brien, daughter of
well-known specimen hunter Sidney
Kennedy from Cork, win the Arthur
Went Award for the best fish caught by a
junior angler. Amy is now the youngest
ever recipient of the award.

In a bid to boost conservation efforts
for various species, the ISFC have
introduced several “length-based”
specimen thresholds for 2018, negating
the need to weigh fish. This is especially
good news for sea anglers who
otherwise would have to return to land
to weight their catch before submitting
a claim. Specimen pike, which have
both river and lake categories under
the ISFC system, can now be claimed
based on lengths of 100cm and 115cm,
respectively. Length based categories
have also been introduced for bass
(75cm), flounder (45cm), Blonde ray
(110cm), blue shark (185cm) and brown
trout (lake: 75cm, river: 57cm).
See the latest report HERE for all the
rules and regulations regarding how to
submit a specimen or record claim, as
well as detailed lists of specimen and
record fish.
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MODEST SEDIMENT & PHOSPHATE POLLUTION
CAUSES MORTALITY OF UP TO 80% OF MAYFLY EGGS

The

lowdown

# lowdownOtS

The major angling & fish related news from the past few weeks

SELF-CLONING CRAYFISH
SPECIES RAPIDLY SPREADING
A species that can reproduce without mating
may sound like something from a sci-fi film but
the marble crayfish (Procambarus virginalis,
“virgin crayfish”) is able to do just that – and
it is rapidly spreading like no crayfish species
before. The marble crayfish is a very new species
– it literally didn’t exist 25 years ago – and the
unique all-female population is able to clone itself, without
the need for males, in a process called parthenogenesis,
meaning reproduction without fertilisation. This is a
common life strategy is plants and some insect species
but the ability of the marbled crayfish to rapidly grow its
numbers have perplexed scientists since its discovery
almost 20 years ago. Since then it has quickly spread across
many parts of the world and has been found in the wild in
Germany, Italy, Slovakia, Sweden, Japan and Madagascar.
The species has not been reported in the wild in the UK or
Ireland to date.
The sudden appearance of a new species like this is highly
unusual, if not unprecedented, and has caused quite a
stir in the scientific world. The species’ genome has been
sequenced and it is now suspected that the marbled
crayfish came to be after the mating of two distantly related
slough crayfish (a different species) and a resulting, highly
unlikely, chance genetic mutation in a German aquarium in
1995. Soon after hobbyists realised that these crayfish laid
copious amounts of eggs and produced large numbers of
offspring without the need for mating – they then became
very popular in the pet trade.
Usually clones (which by their very nature lack genetic
variation) do poorly in the wild as they don’t possess the
genes to adapt to varying conditions, environments and
diseases. However, the remarkable marbled crayfish is
proving to be an exception to the rule. It is thought that
the fact that this crayfish has three sets of chromosomes
instead of the usual two is the reason why they are
spreading so successfully. Literally one crayfish is enough
to begin an entirely new population, possibly numbering
in the millions! Although not considered as tasty as many
other species, marbled crayfish are edible and that may be
the key to halting their spread and limiting their impact on
native species and habitats.
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PIKE COMPETITION RAISES OVER
€4000 FOR JACK& JILL FOUNDATION
The Facebook group
Pike Talk Ireland, led by
well-known pike angler
John Rooney, recently
held (Feb 25th) an open
pike fishing competition
on Blessington Reservoir
in Wicklow to raise
money for the Jack & Jill
Children’s Foundation.
The organisation provides
direct funding to families
of children up to the age
of 5 who suffer severe
intellectual and physical
developmental delay,
enabling them to purchase
home respite care. They
also provide end-of-life
care to all children up to
the age of 5.
In total over €4000 was
raised for this great
cause. Some 86 anglers
from all over Ireland –
Cork, Wexford, Wicklow,
Kildare, Limerick, Dublin
& Belfast – fished from the
shore at Baltyboys Bridge
and Valleymount Bridge.
The biggest pike of the
day, a superb 19lb’er, was
landed by young Liam

A new study on English rivers has
found that just moderate levels
of sedimentation and phosphate
pollution can cause up to 80%
mortality of mayfly eggs. These results
are even worse than anticipated. The
lab study looked at blue-winged olives
- a species very familiar to anyone
who has fly fished for trout – which
have declined across Europe in recent
decades, sparking widespread fears of
the consequences for riverine ecology,
including fish populations.
Fine sediments and phosphate
pollution from agricultural run-off
and untreated sewage have been
identified as key causes of this decline
but until now research in this area
focuses mainly on adult insects and

not the egg or larval stages.
The study suggests that fine
sediment has a greater impact
on mayfly egg mortality
than phosphate. Worryingly,
the concentrations of fine
sediment and phosphate used
in this experiment were largely
below the Water Framework
Directive defined thresholds
for river management in
England. At levels close to the
upper limits for management – 25mg
per litre of fine sediment and 0.07 mg
per litre of phosphate – the mortality
rate of mayfly eggs in the experiment
was 80%.
This is further proof that the
implementation of effective mitigation

NEW REPORT ON EXTENT OF ESCAPED
FARMED SALMON IN IRISH RIVERS

McDonald from Tallaght
which won him the day’s
prize pool (€235) and some
tackle. Niamh Keogh won
the seniors section with
a 16lb fish. Second was
David McKibben of the
Portadown Pikers with a
plump 14lb’er and joint 3rd
was taken by Jeff Tweet
and John Trimble of the
same club.
All in all the day was a
resounding success and
it is hoped that this now
becomes an annual event.
This is yet more proof at
how valuable angling can
be in raising awareness
and much needed funds
for good causes like Jack
& Jill.

A new report has recently been published by Inland
Fisheries Ireland (IFI) on the occurrences of farmed
salmon in the wild over the course of 2017. A number
of rivers in Mayo and Galway were found to contain
escaped farmed Atlantic salmon, including the Erriff
and the Dawros. The report states that “up to five
hundred escaped farmed salmon may have entered
western salmon rivers during the August/September
period 2017”. Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of
this is that no escapees were reported by any fish farms
operating off the West coast, despite this being a legal
obligation. Furthermore, the report says “the presence
of sexually mature farmed salmon in rivers poses a
potential threat to local wild salmon populations from
interbreeding and other ecological effects”. Head of IFI
Research & Development Dr. Cathal Gallagher added
“The large number of escaped farmed salmon entering
into these rivers, with a high proportion of males likely
to be sexually mature, presents a potential threat to
local wild salmon populations. IFI will continue to
monitor the situation and may need to conduct longerterm genetic studies on the impact of the presence of
these farmed salmon.”
Addressing the evident failure of Irish salmon farms
to adhere to their licence obligations, the report
clarified that “the Board recommends immediate strict
enforcement and audit of existing licence conditions
to ensure compliance and ultimately a sustainable
resource for all.”
CLICK HERE

strategies for reducing soil and bank
erosion and run-off of fine sediments
from agricultural land surrounding
rivers is clearly needed, not just in
England but across the world.
The study can be read by clicking HERE

IFI TO PROCEED WITH NEW FISH FARM
Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) have confirmed,
following a recent meeting of the Fish
Farming Working Group (composed of the
Trout Angling Federation of Ireland (TAFI)
and National Anglers Representative
Association (NARA)) that they will
continue to produce both brown and
rainbow trout and make them available
to angling clubs throughout 2018, and thereafter. This is
welcome news to many stakeholders following the revoked
initial decision made by IFI in April 2016 to phase out all of its
fish farm operations.
IFI also outlined its actions taken to date in relation to
tendering for the design of a new fish farming facility and, at
its subsequent January Board meeting held on the 31st of
January, the Board agreed to proceed with a tender for this
project. The Board had previously confirmed its commitment
to developing a comprehensive strategy to meet current
and future trout production needs, subject to securing the
investment required.
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Cork’s Sidney Kennedy is one of
Ireland’s most renowned specimen
hunters & former Irish carp record
holder - game, coarse
or sea, if it swims
he’s probably
caught it!

Sidney Kennedy

/ fishingtackle2u.co.uk

WE ARE ONE OF THE LEADING ONLINE COMPANIES IN THE UK & IRELAND
IF WE SAY WE HAVE IT, WE HAVE IT. NO PRE-ORDER.
IF YOU SEE IT ON OUR SITE, IT IS IN STOCK!

Searching the
Shannon
“

SEA

GAME
BIG
GAME

PREDATOR

CARP &
COARSE

Earlier this year we finally struck gold on the mighty River Shannon system,
having crossed off many areas over the past few seasons which held little or
no pike, or at least no decent fish

A

At this time of year (early to mid-spring)
I always try to get some river piking
done; it is one of the best times of
the year to target that impressive
twenty pound specimen. If you
are lucky enough you might have
already found the right spot on the river to catch a
fish such as this or, if you are like my close friends
and I, it could take over five years of searching!
Earlier this year we finally struck gold on the
mighty River Shannon system, having crossed off
many areas over the past few seasons which held
little or no pike, or at least no decent fish. I would
genuinely love to name a few of the better areas
for those of you that go specimen hunting but I
can’t put it in print due to fears of poaching. If you
know the Shannon well then you might even be
able to guess some spots from the pictures. On
the other hand, if I meet you on the bank I will try
and point you in the right direction. What follows
is a summary of my river fishing so far this year
spent in great company. 				
					>>>

Call: 02890 313156 Email: sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk

WWW.FISHINGTACKLE2U.CO.UK
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LEFT

Simple float-fished deadbaits in
areas located with the fish finder
have proved most successful
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On a recent successful trip, Dan Lynch
and I arrived to find the river was higher than
normal winter levels, we had no choice but to fish
sheltered areas out of the main flow. As we have a
fairly good knowledge of the area after many visits,
the first spot was our favoured one which has
produced many pike for us. If that didn’t produce
then we also had a backup spot not too far away,
which also had given us a good number of pike
over the years. After a short spin in the boat, we
were over the first mark and even better, the
fish finder was black with roach - finding shoals
of fodder fish is half the battle for finding pike,
whether you’re on a river or a lake. With the rods
rigged up and dead baits out on our float setups,
it was time to have a very welcome cup of tea and
biscuit. Suddenly, after only a couple of minutes,
my float drifted slowly under. I lifted the rod and
a huge fish jumped clean out of the water! It was
an amazing sight and after a heart-thumping fight
the pike was safely brought on board. It was a very
good fish and putting her on the measuring mat
revealed the full length from head to tail-fork was
just over the meter mark. As flooded land was
only about twenty yards inside us, we decided to
head in slowly while the pike hung over the side
in the net. As well as being quite long it was also
a plump fish and the needle on the scales sat on
22lb 8oz - what a start!
With the fish released, we were back on
the same spot within twenty seconds, anchored
up and baits back in. It was then time to finish
that tea! I’m not joking when I say it only took
until the end of our cup of tea when Dan’s float
was suddenly nowhere to be seen and his reel
screamed off. This time the fish stayed deep,
with line coming off the reel nice and slowly as
often happens with the bigger ones. When the
pike smashed the surface with its tail we knew
it was as just as big as mine. This time when the
fish went into the net we didn’t even take it out of
the water and just headed to the same weighing
spot as before. It was the same weight as mine but
just a few millimetres longer. This was Dan’s first
ever river specimen pike and his 37th species over
specimen weight so I gave him a well-deserved
handshake and a big pat on the back. After our
brace of 20s we had another few pike up to 16lb
before sport slowed and we moved to another
area. By this stage it was starting to get dark so it
was time to up-anchor and we headed for land.
That was day one over and we still had most of
Sunday left.

RIGHT

Dan Lynch with his 37th species
over specimen weight, a pretty
incredible feat and unrivalled in
Irish angling to date
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LEFT

At 22lb 8oz it was a great start to
the year. Clearly the groundwork
over the last few years was
starting to really pay off...

RIGHT

A brace of 20s between us and
then another 100cm+ fish the
following day made the long trip
back to Cork fly by

“

This was Dan’s first ever river specimen pike and his 37th species over specimen
weight so I gave him a well-deserved handshake and a big pat on the back

To begin with the next morning we
headed to one of my favourite spots, a small
drop-off that runs adjacent to the bank. It’s only
out fifteen yards out and runs for only about thirty
yards but I have caught many pike here in recent
years and some of those were close to the magical
twenty pound mark. Like the evening before we
were hitting pike to about 14 or 15lb and just as
we were thinking about moving to another area
that might hold a better fish I noticed that my float
was slowly moving the opposite way to the flow.
I picked up the rod, slowly reeled up the slack
braid and with a slight pull back of the float it shot
under. Clearly I was into another heavy weight that
was trying its best to get off. This time, after a fairly
standard fight it has to be said, when we got the
pike on board we decided we would just put it on
the measuring mat instead of taking her ashore to
weight her. If it made the length-based specimen
size of 100cm then that would be good enough
for me. Sure enough she just made the mark, and
probably weighed over 20lb as well but I slipped
her back after a few quick photos. We decided
to sit it out in that spot in the hope of a second
big girl but sadly we only had another few jacks
before we had to call it a day and head back down
to Cork.

With most river piking I do I find float
fishing the best approach. The main reason being
is that you can anchor your bait on the river bed
by simply adding a heavy lead and adjusting the
float to fish a few feet deeper than the spot you
are fishing. Then if you want to trot a bait through
your swim and cover more water all you have to
do is take off the heavy lead and shallow up the
depth between float and bait. When trotting a
bait try, if you can, to keep the bait no more than
two feet off the bottom. The reason for this is that

ABOVE

Simple, basic & versatile float set
ups were all we found necessary
with a choice of baits including
roach, smelt and herring. As with
most fishing, location is far more
important than rigs
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when you hold the float back for a few seconds
the river’s flow will lift your bait higher in the water
column and when you release line again the bait
will drop back down. By doing this, it imitates an
injured or dying fish quite well and this can often
trigger a pike attack.
The following week I headed up with old
friend Ross Macklin and my 6-year-old daughter
Amy. This time the winds had picked up a lot so
we had to find shelter beside a marina. Many
of these smaller Shannon marinas are usually
private and there is no fishing allowed from them
for insurance reasons, as we found out when I
stepped from the boat onto the jetty boards only
to be told off by a boat owner! Therefore, we
anchored our boat beside the jetty and started
fishing. I remember it took a long time before we
had our first fish of the day and it fell to Amy. It
was very welcome but only a few pounds. Then
Ross had a few more jacks before he was soon
into a rod bending, reel-screaming fish. As the
fish neared the boat we could see that just one
point of the treble was barley holding onto the
edge of the mouth and as I put the net under her
she shook her head and
the hook flew out into
the mesh – luckily the
pike was also safely
in the net at
the time!

LEFT

Dan’s daughter Sarah got in on
the action too with her biggest
pike yet at 19lb taken on a
freezing cold February day. As she
said to her Dad “there’s always
next time for a specimen!”

To Ross’ delight the fish hit that benchmark of
100cm, making it his first length-based specimen
pike. Like my fish the previous week, he was happy
to take that instead of messing around weighing it
back on land.
With good company the day flew by even
though we had only a few bites and soon we only
had an hour or so to go before we had to pack up
and make the long drive home. We’d had some
nice fish but it was very frustrating that we were
basically stuck in one sheltered spot all day trying
to hide from the howling, cold wind. Just as I
started reeling in one of my two rods Amy shouted
“Dad, your float is gone!” and before I could even
look up she had grabbed the rod and lifted the rod
into a fish! The rod just kept bending and bending
and she held on to the rod as if her life depended
on it as the fish tried to take line. I had forgotten
to reset the drag after getting snagged on the
previous cast and (I hope her Mother doesn’t
read this) she was lucky not to get pulled over the
gunnel! Before I could do anything to help her,
the pike was on its side splashing as she pulled
it across the surface towards the boat. Then, like
a pro, she ordered me to get the net! The grin on
her face says it all, she really was a proud as punch
with that fish, a very fat female of 14lb 8oz.
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ABOVE

Ross Macklin’s first length based
specimen river pike on the mat,
just over the 100cm mark

LEFT

Ross with his dream specimen
river pike of 21lb and again just
just over 100cm, a fish that very
nearly fell off at the net!

“

Before I could do anything to help her, the pike was on its side splashing as she
pulled it across the surface towards the boat. Then, like a pro, she ordered me to
get the net! The grin on her face says it all...

The following week I couldn’t get away
so Dan, his daughter Sarah and Ross headed back
up to the same area on the Shannon. It was a
cold start for them, but they began catching some
cracking fish. Sarah had the first fish of the day,
weighing in about 14lb or 15lb. I rang Dan again
in the afternoon to see how they were getting
on, jealous as hell that I wasn’t there with them.
Apparently the winds and snow had started so
they headed for whatever shelter they could find.
As it turned out they found some about a hundred
yards from the spot that I fished the week before.
It produced a few good fish and another cracker
for Sarah on a mackerel tail. Most of the fish had
fallen to freshwater baits (mainly roach) on our
recent trips but it just goes to show that it’s always
worth having some sea baits, just in case. This
time Sarah’s fish was close to the 100cm mark and
weighed in at over 19lb which was her biggest to
date.
With the wind and snow stopping they
decided to find some bank space as their legs
needed to get a good stretch. With a small area of
dry-ish ground found Ross blasted a deadbait out
on a bottom ledger set up and put it on an alarm
so he could also do some float fishing alongside
Dan, letting baits drift down the current and
covering as much water as possible. They soon
started to get amongst a few fish, even two at
once, but nothing over five pounds or so. With that
lovely sound of the bite alarm screaming, Ross
dropped his float rod and ran. Dan said he had
never seen him move as quick! As the fish neared
the bank, Ross shouted “grab the net Dan, it’s a
pig!” and with that another big Shannon pike was
safely netted. Ross rang me straight away before
it was even hoisted up on the scales or measured,
he knew it was the fish he had dreamed of for the
past few winters, a proper river specimen. He was
in quite a state of excitement when Dan read out a
weight of 21lb he literally dropped the phone and
started doing cartwheels around the bank!
It’s these times that make fishing so
special and being able to share the successes
(and the failures, of course!) with good friends
adds so much more to your fishing I think.
It’s a shame not everyone out there has
the same attitude. All in all it was a very
successful series of trips, with lots
learned about tactics, spots and what
to do better or differently next time
round. I am looking forward to hitting

some of the shallower areas
with the fly in the coming
weeks, which is another
deadly effective way of
catching pike.
Tight lines for the rest of
the pike season,
Sid Kennedy

ABOVE

A cracking upper double from
a small private marina on the
Shannon fishable only by boat

LEFT

My daughter Amy with her PB
pike of 14lb+. As always, she
struck, played & handled it all
herself!
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Now proudly offering the largest range of Westin
products in Ireland & the country’s only stockist
of Ra’is bass lures
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NEW SEASON
by Peter Driver

Peter Driver is an expert
fly tyer, angling coach,
Irish international angler
and owner of the Piscari
Fly company. He loves
passing on his wealth of
knowledge

systems

Leader length &
formula

Fly line
Leader
material

Rod length &
weight
Casting
style

Fly choice

Net

Over the years I have always spent most of my winters and early springs preparing
and developing my approaches, tactics and tackle for what I hope will follow in
the coming season. Personally I spend this time analysing my techniques, set ups,
organisation and making adjustments to improve all of the above; I theorize this
as improving my ‘systems and processes’. Through repeating this process I have
learned that there is some important stuff that is definitely worthwhile focusing
on, and some stuff that, well, is a waste of time really! In this article I will share
with you some considerations and experiences of how best to prepare yourself for
the new river trout season.
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I

have found through many
years of fly fishing and in
particular competition
fishing, that it is very beneficial
to break down all aspects of your
approach and take every detail
into consideration to aid your
efficiency and performance.
Let me explain about my fore
mentioned theory and how you
might use it in your own angling.
The “process” as I call it,
refers to all the aspects of your fly
fishing that add up to the holistic
way you fish. So, for example,
processes can include wading,
casting, nymph presentation,
hooking fish, landing fish,
organizing your chest pack,
fly box or wading jacket, beat
management, and so on. In order
to complete and process you
have a system to do it, even if
you haven’t recognized it or think
about the system you use; you do
have one.
For example, even the
way in which you put on your
waders has a system; you put
them on by putting your feet in

to the neoprene sock - for some
the first thing is to put on woolly
socks as well - then into the
waders, followed by your boots
and lacing them up before finally
clipping the belt on or putting on
your brace. If you think about it,
there is an individual system we
all use to complete the process,
and though it might not be the
same for everyone it’s a system all
the same. We can use this theory
to prepare ourselves properly for
the coming season.
Let’s look quickly at
some of the systems that I have
tended to focus on over the last
few winters in preparation for
the opening of our rivers. Netting
fish and presenting them to
a controller in a competition
scenario is a process, and when it
is broken down into the systems
I can then make adjustments to
be more efficient and be more
in control when completing this
process, i.e. landing and handing
the fish to the controller and
getting back out to catch more
fish!

Here are some points I considered for this:
What material is my net is made of and will my nymphs get caught up in
it when a fish is landed, thus potentially slowing me down when I go back
out fishing after a capture? I either buy or sometimes make a suitable net to
prevent my nymphs from getting tangled up.
I also add a 20cm piece of coloured fabric into the base of the net so any fish I
am sure does not make this size in a competition can be returned without any
fussing about.
Is how I choose to hang the net from my person done in an efficient manner?
Is my magnet strong enough so the net doesn’t keep falling off my back? Is the
handle in an accessible location and in the same place every time so I know
where it is? If I don’t have to reach for it awkwardly then this allows me to net
a hooked fish quickly and effortlessly.
Is the net handle long enough so that when I am netting a fish I don’t have to
reach or stretch to it depending on my leader length? To check this I simply
measure from my rod hand to the hooked fish and ensure the handle is long
enough. I place a mark on either my line or leader so that when it reaches my
casting hand I know the fish is at the right distance to be netted and I am not
reaching with either hand, running the risk of losing the fish.
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you feel you need to so you are
more effective on the water.
As you can probably
guess, I enjoy analysing all of the
different aspects of my fishing
and making improvements in
areas that I feel need it during
the run up to a new season. For
me this is important in evolving
as an angler and there are always
improvements we can make
in our processes and systems
we use to fly fish. I also find it
very enjoyable when I see the
results of the changes I make and
when I have eliminated one of
those annoying things that keep
happening during my time on the
river. Of course, we can’t always
get it right and some things are
out of our control, but we can
remove at least some of the
issues that may arise, with a bit
of thought.

The rivers may still be barren looking but the trout are hungry!

This might seem excessive to
some of you, that I am perhaps
over-thinking it all, but I consider
all of these potential issues when
looking at my netting process and
make the necessary adjustments
to the systems in advance, so
the frustration of time loss and
dropping fish due to bad netting
practice is minimised.

A

nother specific area I
have spent some time
pondering over during
the winters gone is the process
of casting nymphs; accuracy,
keeping contact at all times and
the presentation of my flies.
All of these are crucial areas
of effective fishing. A lot of
anglers use the popular brands
of nymphing leaders and they
are very successful with them,
but for me I like to be a bit more
three dimensional with my leader
systems to try and improve the
overall process.

I make my own
leaders for several
reasons:
1. I can use formulas to build the
leader that suits the way I fish, cast,
reach and strike fish.
2. I can put extra “spring” in the
leaders by boiling them to make
them more supple, allowing me to
fish finer diameters with fewer breakoffs.
3. I can not only make different
length leaders up but also some
which are more aggressive and
progressive than others to aid my
casting in different conditions.
4. I can add in what I call a “locator
section” up the leader, firstly to train
my eye to find the thin nymphing
indicator immediately and secondly
to allow me to fish different depths
as I make my way through the beat,
using the locator as the indicator
when I move into deeper water.

If you have now joined
the group of people that think
I am a little cracked then well
and good, but I do hope you can
take some understanding from
this article on how looking at
different, small aspects (systems)
of your approach can bring
about more positive results.
What follows are some key areas
that I recommend we should
all prepare during the months
before a new season, but is it
useful preparation or does it just
fill the winter nights for the sake
of doing something fishy?
			
>>>

These are all points that
I have focused on, tweaked and
then implemented to make the
process of casting and keeping
contact much more effective
when I am nymphing. Another
important component to this
process is, of course, the rod
itself and personally I like to
have softest, lightest rod I can get
away with. This, coupled with the
spring in the leaders
and a good contact
I add fabric rulers to some of my nets to aid competition fishing
with the nymphs,
allows me to fish
confidently with a
very fine 0.08mm
(8x or approx. 2lb
breaking strain)
tippet and therefore
have the potential of
catching more fish
through improved
presentation. These
are just two major
processes you can
consider over the
coming weeks before
you hit the river and
make the changes
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Begin where you left off
Shortly after a season ends I will
begin to make notes, analysing
all aspects of my fishing that
year and then use these bits
of information to make a plan
for the next season. I find this
especially useful in reminding
me of the key areas to focus
on when my memories of last
season have inevitably faded –
it’s amazing what you forget if
you don’t take notes. Doing this
habitually each year means I
am always improving my fishing
and limits the number of silly
mistakes I make.
If you haven’t got into the
habit of recording the fine details
of your fishing yet then just try
your best to think back to last
season and remember the things
that hampered your fishing and
address them before you properly
set out for this season. This can
save a lot of frustration when on
the water.

I will never tire of catching such beautiful fish

Choose your favourites
This is a huge one for me as a fly
dresser and the emphasis I put on
my boxes of flies is large indeed.
This can take up a considerable
amount of time during the run
up to a new season however, as
I have learned over the years,
spending countless hours in
February and early March tying
a heap of flies just for the sake
of something to do is an often
fruitless exercise. Filling a box
with patterns from your head
that have aspirations of catching
loads of fish often tend not to
catch much! My advice here is to
pick your top eight to ten patterns
from the previous season and tie
or buy a good stock of them in
different sizes and weights. After
all, these are the patterns you
will turn to time and time again
during the early months and the
first half of the year. Try not to
get into the bad habit of filling fly
boxes just for the sake of filling
them; be smart with your time as
you can use it on other aspects of
your fishing preparation.

Tackling up
I also consider the process I
use of carrying my gear around
with me on the river. Nowadays,
I use a chest pack so when I
am moving about everything is
neatly organised. It used to drive
me crazy when I wore a vest and
it was swinging all about with
tippet spools and zingers going
all over the place! I also make
sure I have everything I envisage
I am going to need such as fresh
tippet, floatant and all the bits
and bobs I use through a session
all packed up where they belong
and where I know I am going to
find them when the time comes.
A lot of anglers will
over-stock on stuff during the
winter months and I always like
to shop smart at this time of
the year, not losing the run of
myself. The season ahead will
be expensive enough with club
memberships to be paid and
licences to be obtained. Looking
back to the first point, remember
where you left off last year and
gather the bits you will need to
improve your fishing, not just
buying stuff that you think you
might need. As for the stuff you
were using from last season, like
rods, reels, waders, lines etc.
make sure everything is cleaned
down and ready to rock. A long
winter in storage can affect the
performance of lines and other
tackle.

Setting new challenges
With the money you have saved
on not buying that new but
probably unnecessary rod, reel
or line you should have some
extra cash to do something far
more rewarding with it. For a
lot of anglers the season often
revolves around fishing their
favourite stretches on a few if not
just one river, rarely venturing
out to discover new waters. Do
your research in the early months
of the year and try to find some
new water that might not even be
that far away from you. Set a goal
to get out and find those hidden
river and stream gems that are
out there in abundance all across
the island. Having a good look
online at various maps to try
and discover sections of water
that might not have been fished
for a while excites me hugely
for the coming season. This can
also offer up new challenges for

Bigger fish like this will test your light tackle to the limit so it pays to be prepared
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the angler as venturing on to
unknown waters means having
to adapt and test your existing
skills. This keeps you on your
toes and prevents the boredom of
fishing the same old places doing
the same old things. Joining a
new club can be another good
practice in the early spring, not
only as it increases your angling
social circle but it also allows you
to connect with someone in a
new club who might just let you
tag along to their favoured spots.
Getting set for a new
season is always an exciting time
for me, as I will have spent the
previous few weeks of the closed
season preparing, planning
and pondering. I always make
clear and simple goals which I
want to achieve in the coming
season, be it a new species on
the fly, fish new pieces of water

or improve on a certain skill
that I was lacking in during the
last season. I believe this is an
important thought to have as it
will push you to learn new things,
challenge yourself and discover
more about your own fly fishing.
We are very lucky as anglers
that we take part in a sport that
never stops evolving, one that is
constantly reminding us that we
never have it cracked and so my
advice for the coming season is
to keep learning and developing
and, most of all, enjoy doing it!
Tight lines for this season,
Peter Driver

Tying is addictive but often you only need a handful of patterns
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For cod’s sake!
Given cod declines in recent times, the Marine Institute, in
partnership with AFBI in Northern Ireland and CEFAS in the UK,
are currently conducting a cod tagging project in the Irish Sea.
But why are they doing it, how can this help the species, what
are the results telling us so far and how can anglers help?

By Emma White
24
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IRISH SEA COD STOCKS
The Irish Sea cod stock has been under the limelight for the last three decades, with scientific data
collected on landings and biomass in the Irish Sea showing a decline from the late 1980’s. Reports
from recreational anglers show a change in the abundance of cod along the east coast of Ireland from
the early 1990’s. For both recreational anglers and commercial fishermen, the decline in the number of
cod has been a huge loss and efforts to protect and revive the stock were required.

The tagging project commenced in 2016 to give an estimate of
the mortality for cod in the Irish Sea and increase our biological
understanding of the species, including movement, migration,
growth and environmental influences on their behaviour

Scientific advice evolved from “Reduce the fishing mortality” in 1987 to “No directed fishery; reduce
bycatch and discards” by 2005 onwards. Management measures implemented on commercial vessels
fishing in the Irish Sea aim to comply with the scientific advice; reduce total allowable catch (TAC),
closure of the spawning grounds during February and March to protect cod as they aggregate to
spawn, and use of selective fishing gear to reduce cod bycatch.

WHY?
Despite these efforts, mortality estimates from
annual assessments carried out by the International
Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES) was higher
than expected. The tagging project commenced in 2016 to
give an estimate of the mortality for cod in the Irish Sea and
increase our biological understanding of the species, including
movement, migration, growth and environmental influences on
their behaviour.
AFBI (Northern Ireland), the Marine Institute (Ireland) and CEFAS
(UK), with funding from the EU, began the project in 2016 with 8 days
on board a commercial trawler during the cod spawning period (late
Feb to early April), where 972 cod were tagged. With two dedicated staff
members recruited to the project in 2017, there were enough resources
available to focus efforts on tagging both inshore and offshore cod for
the next two years. We engaged with boat and shore anglers along with
potting fishermen to target inshore cod.

LEFT & INSET
Teaching Ireland junior team and
South Shore SAC angler Evan
Ryan to tag cod (Pic: Darren Ryan)

WORKING WITH ANGLERS
In early 2017, I began contacting different angling clubs to gauge their interest in the project, and
since my first invitation to attend a competition with the Wexford Garda SAC in April 2017 on Arklow
South beach things have taken off from there. A whole new world opened up before me - events
occurring all over the country nearly every weekend, in all weather conditions, not to mention the
preparations that happen beforehand, and the knowledge held by the angling community about our
coastline is hard to quantify!

ABOVE
An industry-standard tagging gun
complete with anchor-T tags
LEFT
Victoria Poppleton tagging offshore
cod on board the UK trawler Aurelia
(Pic: AFBI)
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Over the last 10 months and over 20 competitions later, Victoria Poppleton and I have engaged with
hundreds of anglers of all ages and between us and we have tagged 158 cod, from Cushendun, Co.
Antrim south to Youghal estuary, Co. Cork. Each of these cod have been hard fought for - trekking up
and down beaches at all hours and all weather conditions, spending time trying to revive a sideways
swimming cod, and experiencing the disappointing feeling of a blank! Despite the annoyance of those
times where we’ve had to walk away without getting to use our tagging gun, the fact that we had
spread the word about the project to more anglers, possibly made new contacts and heard of more
opportunities to tag cod, is worthwhile for the project outreach. There was a great level of interest
in the project and as I learnt, involvement in tagging programmes is widespread across the angling
community so this led to the development of a small scale self-tagging programme where 10 anglers
and one pot fisherman have taken tagging kits and are tagging cod in their own time. 		
>>
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The cod tagged inshore to date range in sizes from 13cm to 46cm, representing fish of age 0 to 2 years.
The majority of these cod are immature and are expected to contribute to the spawning stock biomass
of Irish Sea cod from age 2 to 3 years. We know that Irish Sea cod spawn in off the Northeast coast of
Ireland and there is some evidence to suggest that fish will return to the same spawning grounds year
on year, but where do cod that have been tagged off the beaches of Waterfoot, Co. Antrim or Arklow,
Co. Wexford, spawn? This is just one of the questions that we hope to answer with this project. Studies
in Canada have found some inshore cod stocks are separate to those found offshore. The possibility
of this being the case in the Irish Sea is less likely but the idea that our inshore waters act as nursery
grounds for cod will give a better understanding of the life cycle of Irish Sea cod and the population
structure of this species.

I received reports of tagged cod being recaptured just 24 hours
after release. This demonstrates to me the ferocious feeding
behaviour of cod but it also shows that cod have a higher chance
of survival if they are put back in water as soon as possible
RESULTS SO FAR
To date, we have tagged 3222 cod and received 61 returns. Four of the returns we received were
tagged inshore but so far, these returns have shown limited movement due to the short length of time
between release and recapture (max. 1 month). I tagged some cod during the Master Angler 2017 men’s
session 1 at Cheekpoint, Co. Waterford – the use of recovery buckets was mandatory at this event
which made it easy to get some cod suitable to tag. The next evening the men’s session 3 was held at
Cheekpoint again due to bad weather and I received reports of tagged cod being recaptured just 24
hours after release. This demonstrates to me the ferocious feeding behaviour of cod but it also shows
that cod have a higher chance of survival if they are put back in water as soon as possible. Despite
being hooked, handled and tagged, normal behaviour resumed for these fish within a day!

A 100cm cod tagged offshore east of Carlingford in March
(during the Irish Sea cod spawning period and area) was
recaptured 3 weeks later 60 miles south of Cork. This recapture
shows there is some migration of Irish Sea cod and provides
evidence of mixing between different cod stocks - Irish Sea and
Celtic Sea - but to what extent does this movement happen? The
speed of this movement (over 200nm in 3 weeks) may be linked
to the theory that cod can use tidal streams to travel.
The two cod recaptured after the longest release time show a
variety of growth rates at two different stages of the cod’s life
cycle; a cod tagged at 81 cm was returned 267 days later and
measured 88 cm, whereas a cod tagged at 45cm was returned
275 days later and measured 63 cm. The difference between the
rate of growth in these two fish demonstrates the nature of this
species to reach an optimum size before growth slows and the
species can then put all of its energy into reproduction.

HELP OUT AND RECEIVE A REWARD!
If a tagged cod is caught we would like you to take a note of the date, recapture location, tag
number(s) and keep the whole cod on ice/frozen until we can arrange to collect it. There is a number
on the tag that can be used to contact AFBI or the Marine Institute (depending on capture location,
north or south) to receive a reward;
Red tags = €25, Pink/Blue/Yellow = €75 and the 20th returned cod we receive will get a bonus of €1000!
By receiving the whole cod, we can collect information on:
•
•
•
•
•

Age - by reading the rings on the otoliths (ear bones)
Length distribution and growth - by measuring and weighing the fish
Condition of the fish - by weighing the fish and the liver
Sex ratio and maturity stage - by looking at the gonads
Diet - by examining the stomach contents

To continue increasing the number of cod
tagged and to continue our engagement
with the angling community, the project
has teamed up with the East Antrim SAC
to organise a roving Tag a Cod shore
competition from Garron Point to the
northern end of Cushendun, Co. Antrim on
the 28th April 2018. If you have any interest
in attending the competition to contribute
to the project and be in with a chance of
winning some prizes, please get in contact
with the East Antrim SAC for more details.

A

B

BELOW
A returned tagged cod dissected
for A) otoliths (1 year), B) stomach
contents (whole crab species),
C) liver, and D) gonads (female,
maturity stage 1 - immature).

C

D

Emma White

emma.white@marine.ie

TAG A COD COMPETITION CONTACTS:
Harry McKee, Belfast Angling Centre (+44) 28 9031 3156

ABOVE
Maps demonstrating all release sites (left), inshore
release sites (middle) and recapture sites (right) of
tagged cod in the Irish Sea and neighbouring areas.
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Stephen Hodge, East Antrim SAC (+44) 79 5573 5075
Barry Platt, East Antrim SAC (+44) 77 7903 8307
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The brain child of England U21 International Callum Graham. The Tronixpro
Cobra Light is a British take on continental beach ledgering rods. Designed
to provide all the benefits of accentuated bite detection and delicate bait
delivery when fishing at range - whilst standing up to the rigours of fishing
around the UK and Ireland. Constructed of 40t Japanese Carbon and fitted
with FUJI Alconite KWAG Guides and a FUJI DPSSD P Reel Seat.

TRONIXPRO COBRA LIGHT - LENGTH: 4.2M - CASTING: 50-150g RRP £259.99
/TRONIXPRO

/TRONIXPRO1

/TRONIXPRO

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO

FOR NEWS, BLOGS AND YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT WWW.TRONIXPRO.COM
#YOURCATCHES - CAUGHT A PRIZED CATCH ON OUR GEAR, WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT, SUBMIT YOURS TODAY AT
WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM/YOUR-CATCHES
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I

don’t know about you but spring is
definitely my favourite time of the year;
the air becomes filled with birdsong once
more, the trees burst into lush greenery
after what seems like an eternity, many
flowers magically appear and bloom with
colour – the great outdoors seems to
overflow with life once more. The fishing
isn’t bad either!

1
There has probably been more written about fishing for
carp in winter and spring that any other period, probably
mostly due to the levels of doubt and uncertainty on behalf
of anglers. For sure, approaches, tactics, sometimes even
baits, need to change and adapt during the colder parts
of the year for success and captures to continue. Even as
we come out of the doldrums of winter and into proper
spring it can be tough going. I don’t proclaim to be any
sort of expert in any aspect of angling but I’d like to think
20 odd years of targeting Irish carp has taught me a thing
or two about where to find them and how to catch them,
and hopefully I can help at least some of you reading this
to do the same. At the risk of reinventing the wheel, so to
speak, I hope this piece gives you some food for thought
on how you can improve your chances of catching a carp
this season.

EFFECTS OF WATER TEMPERATURE

WORDS & IMAGES

Bill Brazier
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Firstly, let’s break down exactly why carping gets more
difficult as water temperatures fall and remain low. Carp,
like all but one fish species (opah), are cold blooded –
no news there. Unlike higher vertebrates they cannot
regulate their internal body temperature and so are at
the mercy of their environment. If the water is warm,
they are warm; if it’s cold, they are cold, simple as that.
Colder water means a slowed metabolism and markedly
less activity.
A carp’s life is dictated by a host of biotic factors,
none more so than water temperature which is determined
largely by the amount of heat (radiation) from the sun.
Eyesight worsens with falling temperatures and natural
food availability decreases. Egg development in females
is dependent on water temperature over a period of time.
Spawning behaviour and activity is largely triggered by
temperature (and light) cues. The dissolved oxygen levels
in water (largely as a result of photosynthesis in plants)
are governed by light and temperature, with higher
temperatures able to hold less oxygen. The growth of
aquatic plants and all the natural food they support is
driven by temperature and light… See a pattern here?
On top of this, a carp’s digestion is highly
influenced by temperature – this is a very important
point. Contrary to popular belief, carp (and indeed

1. Usually sometime
during February,
natural food larders,
such as bloodworm
beds, suddenly
increase and so does
the carp’s activity &
feeding

all cyprinids) actually lack a true
stomach , instead digesting food
as it passes through their relatively
long gut (intestine). Carp primarily
use the digestive enzymes trypsin
(for proteins), lipase (for fats)
and amylase (for carbohydrates)
secreted from the pancreas and gall
bladder to speed up the break down
and release energy from their food.
The length of time food remains
in the gut is highly temperature
dependent, taking longer in colder
water, as is the efficiency of the
enzymes. Simply put, this means
that a carp is able to eat less and
less quickly in colder temperatures
before reaching satiation (fullness),
which is just as well because
they typically require less energy
at this time of year anyway due
to the aforementioned reduced
metabolism and activity levels. Using
and feeding “winterised” or more
digestible baits (containing more
coarse ingredients, less oil, more
fibre etc.) in the colder months not
only helps the carp but also favours
angling efforts as the fish are likely to
be full for less time. This is why you

2. A (very) basic
representation of
a carp’s gut and
digestive system
showing the lack of
stomach

2
Gall bladder

Pharyngeal (throat) teeth

Pancreas
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3. A little sheltered
sun trap, just 2-3ft
deep in the middle
of February, full
of basking carp!
Sometimes they can
be so predictable...
Finding them is one
thing but catching
them is another!
4. “the great
outdoors seems to
overflow with life
once more...” You’ve
got to love spring.
5. A beautiful fully
scaled mirror from a
very productive trip
last spring when the
fish were feeding in
incredibly shallow
water on the back of
any winds.

usually see people recommending
dropping oily, fishmeal pellets from
your feed in winter or advocating
the use of birdfood based boilies
instead of fishmeals – choices that
aid the slowed digestion in cold
temperatures. Interestingly, even
though they work less effectively
in colder temperatures, longer
gut transit times mean the carps
digestive enzymes have longer to
act on the food and a fish is actually
able to get more “goodness” from
its meals. Maybe this is why carp
are often in peak condition in the
middle of winter?
Put simply, all other things
being equal, carp will naturally seek
out the warmest water they can find
in the colder months, including
spring. They love sunbathing
even more than us and there is no
doubt that they like the feeling of
warmth on their scales. Obviously
we can use this information to our
advantage because, of course, if you
can find them then you can usually
catch them! Location is, in my view
at least, the single most important
part of angling. The old adage of
“you can only catch what’s in front
of you” certainly rings true.
This behaviour in relation to
water temperatures can (and I stress
can!) make carp quite predictable at
certain times of the year, especially
carp that are exposed to low levels of
angling pressure. Daily and seasonal
routines based around finding the
warmest areas and areas with most

natural food will repeat themselves time and time again,
year after year – it’s what fish do. In Ireland, although our
carp fishing is relatively poor and undeveloped compared
to the rest of the world, we are fortunate that we have a
high proportion of waters where angling pressure is fairly
low. Beware that being predictable does not always mean
catchable!

DEEP WATER MYTHS & LOCATION...

3

4

5
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Put simply, all other things being equal, carp will naturally seek out the
warmest water they can find in the colder months, including spring.

Like many carp anglers, I am still puzzled as to where the
old wives tale of “fish in the deep water in the winter”
comes from. Clearly whoever first coined the phrase
knew little about how water and nature works and I’d
wager that it became a bit of a self-fulfilling prophecy
where everyone fished in the deeper end of lakes in
autumn, winter and early spring, thereby ensuring that
any carp caught were from the deeper water!
I’m generalising here but carp naturally group
up in the cooler months and whilst they may end up over
deep water (more on that later), feeding, on the bottom
at least, rarely occurs there as natural food is far more
likely to be in the shallower areas where temperatures,
light levels and overall natural productivity are greater.
With even moderate amounts of observation, or
even a bit of snooping on Google Maps, it’s fairly easy to
work out where the bulk of the warmest water on any
venue is likely to be and, in turn, where most of the carp
are likely to frequent in suitable conditions. The sun’s
trajectory is almost always going to mean the south and
east facing banks of any venue receive the strongest
sunlight. This is why most houses you see on hillsides
are on the south facing slopes and not the north.
Again I am simplifying things here massively
and where the warmest areas of water are can depend
on numerous factors such as the depth of the venue
overall, depth of water along the north (south facing)
and west (east facing) banks, the topography of land
between the sun’s rays and that area of water, wind
exposure and any resulting undertow, and so on. Warm
water naturally rises and so it can sometimes be carried
away on wind-driven currents and end up where you
don’t expect it, sometimes even at the opposite end of the
lake... However, if nothing else, looking to the north-ish
and west-ish side of the venue in question is a very good
starting point early or late in the year. In spring there is
likely be more fresh weed growth and more natural food
in the shallows – it’s where it all kicks off first - and this is
more than enough reason to attract carp to that zone.
Additionally, the areas of water off the back of
any winds, or in the lee of islands, reed beds or snags –
anywhere there is some form of shelter – are well worth
a look. These areas will have a chance of warming up
quicker than others and the carp will capitalise on this.
Even if the carp aren’t particularly in a feeding mood, if
they are moving around to soak up some rays then they
are expending energy and they need to eat something
to replenish that energy and so the chances of capture
increase. Remember that on a given day the water will
likely be at its warmest in the late afternoon and into
early evening, just into darkness, which can be a superb
time for some action.
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6. A throwback to
over 10 years ago and
this magnificent 16lb
mirror and several
friends only fed after
darkness had fallen
on a mild March day
7. A deadly
combination for a
quick bite even it is
might be a little overused!
8. A lovely upper
double common
from the infamous
Lough in Cork City.
Being so shallow (24ft max) makes this
a great winter and
spring water
9. A recent scaley
stunner, still in its
glorious winter
colours. Carp are in
peak condition at this
time of the year.

9

LESS IS OFTEN MORE...
Rightly or wrongly I usually fish for
a bite at a time when carp fishing,
even in the productive days of
summer and even on relatively well
stocked waters. In spring at least
though, I think we can all agree that
this is invariably the best option?
You see and read a lot of UK anglers,
in particular, advocating the use
of lots of bait in the colder months
and early parts of the year but I find
that this advice invariably stems
from fishing waters vastly different
to most you will find in Ireland –
waters where there are usually lots
of (big) carp which have fish-farm
origins, higher energy demands and
are used to being fed lots of anglers
bait. The situation couldn’t really be
much more different here!

6

7
8
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Of course, in mild winter spells and as the water
temperatures rise around this time of the year (early
spring), carp are capable of eating quite a lot of bait
and will no doubt be very hungry on occasion. After all,
building up energy for spawning in the May-June period
is the driving force for all carp. However, I would argue
that most of you reading this go fishing in the hope of
catching a carp at this time of year, not aiming for a big
hit of fish, and a more softly, softly approach is likely to
score more often than not in this regard. I’m not saying
don’t use free bait or prebait, by the way, but I think
it’s fair to say that fishing small patches of bait or with
PVA bags or even with true single hookbaits offers less
opportunity for an angler to get it horribly wrong and
ruin their chances of a bite. Some waters offer better
chances of multiple catches than others, of course.
In most venues, reduced winter feeding by
fish and reduced algae levels due to less light and low
temperatures means clearer water, even in some wellstocked fisheries that may be coloured for most of the
year. Clearer water lends itself perfectly to fishing bright
single (usually pop up boilie) hookbaits and, in my
experience, even on rarely fished or unfished venues.
One bait, fished in isolation, is more than enough to
catch a carp provided you find them first. This highattract, fluoro approach was pioneered largely by Frank
Warwick, a true carp angling innovator, as far back as
the early 80s. Aside from the colour aspect, the actual
chemical attraction properties of single hookbaits are
very important but very involved and we’ll leave that out
of this article to save many headaches! I’d wholeheartedly
recommend reading up on Frank’s various writings on
this fascinating subject.
Although there is a lot we still don’t understand
about carp vision, such as how well they see in the ultraviolet (UV) or even the infra-red (IR) spectrum or how good
their colour perception actually is, there is little doubt
that they do indeed feed by sight and bright, fluorescent
(fluoro) coloured baits work very well. Red wavelengths
are the first to disappear underwater, followed by yellow,
green and lastly blue although the extent depends on
depth, water clarity and light penetration. In clear,

Confidence is one of the cornerstones of all angling, though, so
if using a certain bait colour gives you hope then go for it!
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10. The hinged
stiff link is a bit of a
classic now I guess
but still catches
hordes of fish and
takes some beating
for single hookbait
fishing

10

11

11. Who says PVA
bags have to be full
of pellets and boilies?
Adding lots of salt
allows particles to
be used. And don’t
forget liquid bags!

shallow water all colours may
remain visible but fish likely don’t
perceive colours as we do anyway!
Yellow colouration may well partly
explain why sweetcorn and offthe-shelf pineapple pop ups are so
effective but the fact that yellow baits
are so widely used is also probably a
contributing factor as to why they
catch so many fish! Confidence
is one of the cornerstones of all
angling, though, so if using a certain
colour gives you hope then go for it!

TRENDS AND RIGS...
Carp angling very much follows
trends, rightly or wrongly, more so
than other branches of the sport
it seems. For example, how many
people use fluoro bottom baits or
slow sinking wafters compared to
pop ups? Not many! Colour choice
for single hookbaits goes in marked
phases. In more recent times, pink
was in fashion for a while, then all
and sundry started using white pop
ups. Washed-out or so-called pastel
colour variants are now in vogue
with many anglers. High contrast
black or brown baits stand out a
mile against lighter lakebeds but
are rarely used. Similarly, very few
anglers seem to use orange or red
any more – I’m guilty of this myself!
– and how many anglers can say
they regularly fish with bright single
hookbaits that aren’t boilies?! Again,
it’s all about confidence…
Speaking of carpy trends,
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rigs are perhaps the most victimised of all. Currently
(spring 2018), the Ronnie or Spinner rig is the rig to use
and it seems to have almost got to a level where you’d be
forgiven for thinking that you can’t catch a carp without
it! It does seem quite effective though… Before this rig
became popularised it was the multi rig (see page 72!),
before that the chod rig. The hinged stiff link (essentially
a chod rig with a boom) has always been a favoured
presentation by many. Whilst I would generally not
advise anyone to follow trends for the sake of it, all of
these pop up rigs have one thing in common and that
is that they offer superb presentation over a variety of
lakebeds. Pop ups offer the best hooking properties and
whilst none of the above are quite a “cast anywhere you
feel like” choice they are probably as close as we can get
and a very good bet for spring, especially for casting at
showing fish or areas you are unfamiliar with.
Some anglers struggle with the concept of true
single hookbaits – it is a leap of faith if you’ve never tried
them – and many prefer, for attraction and presentation
properties, to fish the rig alongside a PVA bag or stringer
of some sort, or spomb or catapult free bait over the top.
If fishing over dead, dying or fresh weed a solid PVA bag
takes some beating, it has to be said, where the entire
(usually short) rig is placed into the bag and therefore
protected as it reaches the lakebed. Carp-lore says to use
small pellets, boilie crumb etc. for the bag contents in this
case, as they make for a more compact and aerodynamic
shape, but if distance or accurate casting isn’t required
the contents can be pretty much anything your mind
desires. Even wet particles like hemp and sweetcorn
can be placed in PVA bags with the application of some
PVA friendly liquid or good old salt to coat the contents
(PVA is less soluble in saltwater and thus delays melting).
And how about using only liquid in a bag for maximum
attraction? As always in fishing there are many ways of
doing more or less the same thing and so long as you can
find some fish and present a bait to them you’re in with a
good shout in my eyes.

A WORD ON ZIGS...
Finally, and back to the deep water thing mentioned
earlier, carp won’t always be on the shallows in spring.
It’s certainly not as simple or as predictable as that! For
example, the shallows may have a cold wind blowing
onto them or angling pressure may have moved the
fish elsewhere. In springtime (and surprisingly often in
winter, too) the fish will often be cruising around in the
upper layers, which of course warm up faster than below.
No doubt they will be taking advantage of the first fly
hatches of the year as well. Zig rigs are perfect for trying
to intercept a fish behaving in this way and are a much
better bet than fishing hard on the bottom, feet and feet
beneath where the fish want to be.
I won’t go in to too much detail about zigs for
fear of boring you but rest assured they do work,
even in surprisingly shallow waters where you
wrongly assume a fish on the surface would
happily drop down 3 or 4ft to sample your
neatly presenting bottom bait rig! Again,
it’s is very much a confidence thing and
fishing conventional bottom or pop up
rigs is so engrained in the carp angling
psyche that it can take a lot to get your
head around using a piece of foam
or cork popped several feet up off the
bottom with no free bait around it. As with
single hookbaits, colour really does seem to
make a huge difference to your catch rate
on zigs but realise that you will have to chop
and change and experiment a lot with depths

and bait (usually unflavoured foam)
colours to find any noticeable
patterns – it really is the only
way route to success. Being high
contrast, black is a great starting
point for fish that are usually going
to be looking up towards or straight
at the bait.
As we all know, there are no
hard and fast rules in fishing. Nature
is dynamic and the environments
and behaviours of our fish are
constantly changing on a minuteby-minute, day-by-day and monthby-month basis. I am sure there
will be some of you reading this
who strongly disagree with some
of my ramblings, where your own
experiences have told you something
completely different about various
carp-related things but that, my
friends, is one of the joys of angling
– if we all thought the same and did
the same then it would all be very
boring indeed. In terms of carp
behaviour and tactics, don’t take any
of what I have written on that here
as gospel but I would encourage you
to think for yourself and hopefully
draw your own conclusions from
your own experiences.

12. I think most of us
are guilty of ignoring
zigs too much, or
not even using
them at all! This
well proportioned
common fell to a
zig rig a foot under
the surface in
terrible, cold spring
conditions when I
couldn’t buy a bite
off the bottom as the
carp simply weren’t
there!

Be lucky and tight lines,
Bill Brazier

12
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Dublin 15

AFW Bleeding trace wire
The first red coated wire
30ft only €5.40
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Kink-proof & knotable
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D & T Casting Clip kit
Cast deadbaits further!
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Now free shipping on
orders over €50!
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Email us: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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New range of the superb CTX match
& feeder rods now in stock

Korda Singlez bankstick system
in stock

Proudly stocking
Nutrabaits
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Smooth newt

#otslookout

On the l

kout...

Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this March & April

Moorhen
Scientific name: Gallinula chloropus

There can’t be many anglers who haven’t seen a moorhen,
an extremely common bird found practically anywhere there
is freshwater with some emergent or floating vegetation,
where it nests. However, unlike the larger coot (white beak &
head), moorhens can be quite secretive and easily spooked.
Characteristic behaviours include the head bobbing back and
forth as they swim as well as the tail feathers being frequently
pointed upwards. Moorhens are omnivorous, eating a variety of
plants and animals, including small fish. Whilst birds dive for food in short
bursts, they are just as likely to be seen walking clumsily on land in
search of a meal. Long toes, whilst awkward for land movement,
make walking on top of aquatic vegetation easy. Up to 8-12
eggs are laid by a breeding pair which hatch in about 3 weeks
in nests near the waters edge made from aquatic vegetation, twigs
etc. Both parents care for the chicks which fledge (leave the nest)
within about 2 months. Several broods may be raised by the same
pair in a breeding season, usually in the same nests.

Scientific name: Lissotriton vulgaris

One of Ireland’s three native
amphibians and our only
species of newt (UK has three).
Whilst commonly found near
stillwater, smooth newts are actually terrestrial,
only returning to water to breed in the February - June period
following hibernation. Newts prefer habitats with plenty of cover to
prevent dessication (drying out) such as long grass and damp woodland,
with hibernation sites including piles of logs, old stone walls etc. Unlike frogs
or toads, newts lay single eggs and this means a protracted breeding season when
some 300 eggs may be laid by a single female. Each one is lovingly wrapped in an
aquatic plant leaf for protection. Development from egg to tadpole/nymph (see right)
to juvenile can take 2-3 months. Males (as seen above) develop vivid colouration
during mating as well as larger spots and a dorsal crest, whilst females remain a drab,
dark brown or almost black in comparison. Shallow, weedy ponds are the favoured
breeding site. Newts feed on a variety of invertebrates & molluscs.

Up to 30-35mm in length

Large Red damselfly
Scientific name: Pyrrhosoma nymphula

A widespread & common damselfly and often the earliest
flying species you are likely to see, usually from mid April
onwards. Males are more vibrantly coloured than females
but this is the only red species found in Ireland so there
is no mistaking it. Large Reds inhabit areas near streams,
ponds and lakes preferring slightly acidic water with little
or no open water. Eggs are laid on water and develop
as nymphs but this usually takes two years before
they climb out of the water onto suitable plant stems
and emerge as adult damselflies. Diet as larvae is
other smaller aquatic insects. The larvae and adults
are fiercely territorial. Damselflies rest with their
wings folded lengthways along their body unlike
dragonflies, which rest with their wings spread out.

Freshwater shrimp
Scientific name: Gammarus duebeni

Familiar to anyone who has dip netted a pond or stream, or
fly anglers choosing nymphing patterns for trout, freshwater
shrimp are found almost anywhere there is fresh or brackish
water. Uniquely, Irish freshwater habitats are dominated by the
usually brackish Gammarus duebeni in the absence of any other
widespread native freshwater shrimp species. They are moderately
tolerant of pollution. As detritivores they eat decaying vegetable &
organic matter (especially leaves) and are therefore a vital part
of freshwater ecosystems in recycling nutrients, as well as an
important food source for fish and aquatic birds.

“ Cherish the natural world because
you’re part of it and you depend on it”

Wild garlic
Scientific name: Allium ursmum

Also known to some as Ramsons, this
early spring plant is likely to be smelt
before it is seen! Wild garlic typically
grows in old, damp woodlands and
forms large, lush green carpets from
March to May. Flowers are small
(15-20mm across) and star-shaped.
On breaking or bruising the leaves
the strong smell makes this plant is
unmistakable. Wild garlic is highly
edible (bulbs, leaves & flowers) and
very nutritious if not a little strong!

Sir David Attenborough
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by Derek Bell Jnr.

N
ow that the river season has finally
begun, it is at this time of year that I get
ready to chase one of the most prized
fish of all, a fresh run spring salmon.
In my book, very little comes close to
fly fishing for spring salmon which are
in pristine condition, usually clean and
fresh and very powerful - what a prize for
those who venture out, often in adverse
weather conditions. Here in Ireland we
can sometimes get harsh frosts and even
snow as late as April, so wearing plenty
of layers and bringing a flask of tea can
help to keep the spirits high! The months
of March, April and May can be a busy
time for me in pursuit of a springer and
fortunately there are still some rivers
across the island that still receive a good
run of early season fish.
So how do we catch a sought-after
springer? Firstly, let’s talk about water
conditions. If the water is high and cold
it can be very difficult, plain and simple.
At times like this it is vital to get your fly
down deep, close to where the fish are
lying on the riverbed out of the main
flows, and offer them a fly that will entice
or excite them. However, if the water is
low (not too low) and subsequently a lot
warmer you will definitely have a better
probability of catching that springer. In
the springtime when we are looking for
fresh running fish (spring salmon can
be very scarce) sink tips, intermediates,
type 2 and type 3 fly lines will cover
most of your fishing, all depending on
your chosen river’s depth of pools and
speed of current. Also, to increase your
chances of at least connecting with
a salmon I’d recommend to fish the
warmest part of the day, which is usually
around midday. Salmon can sometimes
respond positively to the increase in
temperature.
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Weather conditions, as with any
fishing, make a big difference. Days that
are mild and overcast with light southwesterly to west winds are best. A clear
sunny day, although nice to be out in,
can be a disaster unless you can find
a shaded or particularly deep part of
the river. For those deep holding fish, a
type 2 line coupled with an appropriate
polyleader either 5ft or 10ft in length is
a good bet. A leader breaking strain of 12
to 15lbs should be sufficient for all but
the most extreme situations. Remember
you may only have one chance at these
springers and the last thing you want is
a broken leader. Consider using one of
the more modern shooting heads like
OPST’s Commando skagit heads, and
use one of their sink tip leaders in 5-12ft
lengths from T8 to T14 to cover all depths
and speed of currents. I find these are
fantastic lines for confined spaces and
for casting big heavy flies that you often
need early in the season.

i

ABOVE

A fresh-run springer from my
beloved Six Mile Water in Co.
Antrim which took in high
water conditions

Fly lines are categorised in several different ways relating to
their sink rate and fishing depth. Type 2 and type 3 sink-tip lines
have slow and moderate sink rates, respectively. Type 2’s sink
at approx. 2 inches per second (2 IPS) and are best suited for
slightly shallower water. Type 3’s (3 IPS), being heavier, are better
for getting your fly down in slightly deeper runs and pools, or when
the water levels are higher and the flow is faster.
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Many anglers feel that polyleaders offer a much better alternative to
the traditional tapered monofilament leaders of years gone by as they
give much greater control over the density and depth that you can fish.
All in all, they offer a much improved presentation

The timeless question of what
flies to use? Again, this depends on the
water conditions. If the river is high
and cold I tend to use 1-3” brass, copper
or tungsten tubes. In low, clear water
usually I tie on smaller doubles or singles
from size 8-12 when the water really
warms up. Patterns I tend to favour are
the gold bodied Willie Gunn, Silver Stoat,
Cascades, Ally shrimp, Curry shrimp
and Bann Special tied on tubes, doubles
and singles in different sizes to suit the
prevalent water conditions. Usually I fish
shrimp patterns in slower pools because
of their improved movement over other
patterns, whereas in faster water I will
use tube flies. In some cases a Sunray
Shadow can do the trick.
Finally, tactics; in high water
concentrate your efforts in the slacker
parts of the river. Salmon tend to run in
slacker water so when the river is low (or
falling) fish the main current. When the
water temperature is cold fish tend not to
run too fast. Being a cold blooded animal,
salmon need the water temperature to
go up above 50°F/10°C before they really
increase their activity levels and start
chasing flies higher in the water column,
so concentrate your efforts in the middle
to the tails of pools making sure you get
that fly deep. As the season progresses
and water temperatures start to rise

RIGHT

Some of my favourites,
from top to bottom:
three tungsten conehead
Cascades tied on brass
tubes; heavyweight Snaelda;
bottle-tube Stoat; Willie
Gunn and finally a Calvin
conehead shrimp

BELOW

About to return a cracking
fish in lovely spring sunshine
while one of my faithful
companions looks on

Salmon need the water temperature to go up above
50°F/10°C before they really increase their activity
levels and start chasing flies higher in the water
column, so concentrate your efforts in the middle
to the tails of pools making sure you get that fly
deep
we can start to fish further up in the
water column. Another tactic I employ
when the salmon are running is to pick
a known holding pool and stay there;
there’s no need to run all over the river
chasing running fish and sometimes it’s
better to stay at your chosen spot and let
the salmon come to you!
Whatever river you choose
to fish, it’s always a good idea to do
your research beforehand, checking
local water conditions and weather
information, which flies fish best for that
particular time of year. Local information
can be vital to success so ignore it at your
peril, especially when targeting a silver
springer. But, most importantly, have
fun doing so!
Derek Bell Jnr.
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I
HEAVEN IS A RIVER IN

kashmir

rrespective of general opinion and that
which a rather elderly gentleman called me
in my shop the other week, I love trout in
every way shape or form. Unlike some of the
angling fraternity I have no bias whatsoever
and what the silly old sod called me during
our discussion is simply not true; my
mother was legally married to my father and
I can prove it!
Being born in the heartland of the
Sheffield steel industry it was my weekend
delight to catch a public tram and then a bus
to the Rivelin Valley where a small stream
flowed from the Yorkshire Dales to enter the
River Don which was, then, an open sewer.
My little river though was sparkling clear
and the trout that occupied it were crafty
little devils and the water craft I learned
there has stood me in good stead all my life.
I caught my first salmon at the age
of 12 on a Voblex spinner, which was the lure
to use all those years ago. I was fishing the
tidal River Nith in Scotland. I remember it
as if it were yesterday; my rod was a 9ft solid
fibreglass job coupled up to a KP Morrits
Intrepid Deluxe reel. When all went solid I
remember muttering, ‘Why the f*** are there
so many snags here!’ Where I lived we were
surrounded by coal miners and steel workers
and a young man’s vocabulary develops very
quickly. The snag then decided to leap from
the water in classic fashion and headed
downstream like a rocket from a Flash
Gordon movie. You never forget the first one
do you? A six pound fish that had just left the
sea. Simply magical.
Fast forward, then, to my
appointment as a warranted fisheries and
pollution officer for Anglian Water. Our
cottage was just 4 miles from the famous
Grafham Water with Rutland Water just a
little further away. As many of you may be
aware, both are premier trout fisheries and
although teeming with coarse fish, many of
specimen size, the trout stocks are second
to none. Although Grafham was not my
‘patch’, (I worked on the rivers and drains) I
once again met up with the late great Terry
Kaye. We had been close friends at school
and almost 30 years on by coincidence he
was a full time bailiff on Grafham. We began

WORDS & IMAGES

Geoff Cooper
fishing together again, shooting together
and, of course, sharing the occasional pint
or two. Terry could chuck a fly further and
with more accuracy than anybody I have
ever witnessed. Some of our escapades I may
relate in other future issues. He is no longer
with us and a sad loss.
Having fished in many locations,
some exotic and some considerably less so,
my wanderings took me to India. Several
years ago I met there Feruz and Muhdi who
work within their Uncle’s gold and diamond
business (as you do). We met on an annual
basis and became firm friends. My visits to
the locality took me to the Mandovi River
where I caught barramundi, grouper and
several other sea species. Feruz and Muhdi
are from Kashmir (a much-disputed territory
on the India/Pakistan border) and still spend
several months of the year there. They live
on the island in Lake Dal. My invite to visit
them in Kashmir was an annual one but
because of the place being, shall I say, a little
unstable I declined the offer. Until last year,
that is...
					>>

COVER IMAGE

The stunningly beautiful Pahalgam Valley
overlooked by the Himalayas with rivers full of
brown and rainbow trout

RIGHT

Getting there by plane was a nervy case of
dodging mountains but the scenery was
spectacular
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Kashmir is set in the heart of the
Himalayan mountains with Pakistan to the
West, Bangladesh to the North East and
Nepal further North. The ‘lads’ expounded
stories of wild rivers which tumbled of the
glacial mountain ranges, rivers which were
rich in both wild brown and rainbow trout. I
could resist no longer.
The flight is a long one at around 13
hours in total. A change of flights in Mumbai
can’t be avoided. I dearly wish it could as the
place is bursting with over-zealous Indian
gentlemen who for some reason tend to pick
on me whenever I go there. Set aside the
fact that I carry a tube that looks a bit like a
rocket launcher, my sense of humour is not
appreciated.
The trip to Srinigar airport in
Kashmir from Mumbai takes a further four
hours. Flying is not my forte and I only do
it because I have to. The path into Srinigar
is, for me, somewhat disconcerting as much
as it is quite awesome. There is no direct
descent and the pilot explains that dodging
a mountain or two is the only way in. To see
ranges of mountains towering above you as
you drop makes your bum twitch a bit but
we were soon on terra firma with my two
friends waiting to taxi me to the floating
palace which was to be my home for the next
two weeks.

The only way to get anywhere on the
2200ha Lake Dal is by using a shikara which
is a small narrow boat which the locals deftly
row with one oar shaped like a heart on a
stick. There are no motorized vehicles on
the island which is interspaced with inlets
and creeks. My home, which was tethered
to the island, was a flat-bottomed boat of
around 150ft long. The interior is of carved
walnut along with antique furniture and is
sensational. A floating five star hotel!
That afternoon the rods were out
and lines with local bread as bait were cast
into the gin clear lake. Here, a surprise was
in store. Lake Dal is brimming with carp,
both commons and fully scaled mirrors. I
threw in slices of bread and the water boiled
as it was quickly devoured. It was so easy
that it soon became somewhat boring.

Flying is not my forte and I only do it because I
have to. The path into Srinigar is, for me, somewhat
disconcerting as much as it is quite awesome. There is
no direct descent and the pilot explains that dodging
a mountain or two is the only way in

LEFT

I spent the two week trip on a handcrafted flat
bottomed boat in the middle of the lake and it
was like a 5-star floating hotel!

ABOVE

Lake Dal, as it turns out, if stuffed with carp
and they proved infinitely easier to catch that
the trout I’d travelled for. Too easy, in fact!

RIGHT

My Indian guide. I called him Mahmood. His
name was actually something else which was
so difficult to say it soon became “Mahmood”!
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Carp were, I suppose, a pleasant
enough interlude but it was the trout I had
come to catch and the following morning
both myself and my companions were off to
the fisheries office to obtain the necessary
documentation to fish for them.
It was to my complete surprise that
on entering the fisheries office, although a
small compact unit, to see how efficient it all
was. Three very smart gents in immaculate
uniforms welcomed us in. Huge maps of
rivers and beats adorned the walls with
desks full of information. The senior
fisheries officer was a mine of information,
plus questions. Incidentally he spoke perfect
English. It was impressed upon me that it
was strictly fly-only. Any form of ‘cheating’
would not be tolerated and there was a catch
limit although fish could be returned to the
water. He was a little surprised when I told
him that I killed very little and throughout
my angling life I had probably returned 99%
of all trout and salmon I had caught. Even
more impressed by this, I was invited to visit
their fisheries laboratory later that week. I
still marvel at how they do it. A brilliant set
up. Set aside a few folk climbing mountains
I never saw another angler. It proves what
you can do on a shoestring budget if you
know what you are doing! Having said that,
permits are not that cheap. They work out
at around £25 per day. On top of that, it is
obligatory you have with you a ghillie and
mountain guide. There are large signs in the
higher reaches saying beware of leopards
and bears. They aren’t there for a joke either.
Then, there are also the monkeys. These
aren’t your nice little fellas who sit on the
shoulder of an accordion player eating
peanuts. These guys when standing are
well over 6ft tall and fall into the “mean b”
category.

That night we arrived at Phalgam, which
is a mountain climbing resort and booked
into the local hotel which is used by the folk
who climb sheer slopes. I cannot weigh it
up myself but I guess they can’t understand
why I was chucking a bunch of feathers into
a raging torrent. The place was clean and
warm and at around £5 a night a real snip.
I was awoken by crashes of thunder
directly overhead. Fork lightning lit up
the valley reflecting off the surrounding
mountains and highlighting the blizzard
outside my window. The following morning
fresh snow covered everything and the
lower beat which had been azure blue on
arrival was a swirling brown torrent. I was
convinced that was the end of my fishing but
not so. Feruz and Muhdi, my companions
on the trip, assured me the rivers ‘ran off’ as
quickly as they came up. They were right and
by early afternoon we were back on track.
My introduction to Mahmood
came as a little bit of a shock. He spoke no
English and reminded me of a character
from Aladdin. Within minutes we had set
up a rapport and understood one another
perfectly. I was told to pay him daily and the
going rate was £5 a day. A ridiculous sum for
what he had to do and let’s just say I looked
after him almost as well as he looked after
me. What a great guy!
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LEFT

My friend Feruz looks on as I attempt to get to
grips with a raging Himalayan torrent

RIGHT

The fishing was challenging but I caught trout
aplenty from the bright blue water, often from
pools so shallow and fast that I would refuse
to believe they held any fish at all

BELOW LEFT

95% of what I caught went back but some fish
were kept for the locals, such as these barbellike chhurru and plump brownies

BELOW RIGHT

Part of my heart is still in those mountains and
rivers and I hope to return one day very soon,
once it is safe to do so

Together we soon arrived at a pool
below a bridge with overhanging branches.
I had a 9ft 6in #6/8 carbon rod. My reel was
loaded with a weight forward, slow sink
#6. I was advised to fish loaded nymphs in
tandem. Several local folk had gathered
to watch my first attempts. Now here was
my problem. I’ve never regarded myself as
God with a fly. In fact at times, even when I
did a bit more fly fishing back in the day, I
was downright crap! Accuracy and distance
were never my strong points with a fly rod
but here I was with a dozen or so locals
expecting to witness something special. Egg
was surely about to land on my ugly mug.
To my amazement the line flew
straight and true, landing my nymphs in
the crease below a bridge stanchion. Within
seconds the line pulled tight and the red
flash of a rainbow twisted in the water. A
fish of around 12oz was netted by my new
found friend, accompanied by a round of
applause from the admirers behind me. “Do
again. Do again!”, was the chant. “Well, er, I
think not, probably the only fish in the pool”
was my reply. “Do, do, do!” they shouted. I
couldn’t help thinking “bet the next cast will
end up in that bloody branch”. I watched as
the line, as if by slow motion, straightened
and dropped lightly on the water within
inches of my first cast. Almost immediately
the same thing happened and I was in again,
this time a brown trout pushing a pound.
Heaven is a river in Kashmir.
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I watched as the line, as if by slow motion, straightened and dropped
lightly on the water within inches of my first cast. Almost immediately
the same thing happened and I was in again, this time a brown trout
pushing a pound. Heaven is a river in Kashmir.

The next two weeks flew by. The
trout were aplenty although not always easy.
There were pools I would have sworn would
not hold fish as they were raging torrents
of bright blue water. My companion would
point and I would cast. He was hardly ever
wrong - the fish were there. I also caught a
fish known locally as chhurru (snow trout)
which resembled barbel. They also took
the nymphs even though the geometry of
their mouths told me they were out and out
bottom feeders.
Intermittently we would return to
my floating palace where I would catch carp
and quaff very large ice cold gin and tonics
on my private veranda and reflect upon my
experiences. Part of my heart is still there in
those mountains and I am eager to return.
Unfortunately the problems in Kashmir have
escalated to a point where I am officially
advised that it is no longer safe. One day!
Geoff Cooper
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Est. 1986

We are a long-established family-run business who work tirelessly and
constantly, striving to innovate and deliver a strong, customer focused
product with a keen eye to quality, cost effectiveness, support & design.

8

8

Club & fishery signage
Vehicle & shop signwriting
Display banners
Interior & exterior signs
Fliers & business cards
Custom fishing labels & stickers

FROM
JUST
€38!

and much, much more!

Email: signmanplusmail@gmail.com
Phone: Mick 087-284 1196
FOR 10% DISCOUNT QUOTE “OFF THE SCALE”
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Rainbow
REVOLUTION

M

any years ago spring fishing
for rainbow trout was the
ultimate in stocky bashing.
Heading off to small, isolated
lakes such as Pallas Lake near Tullamore
to search for large, flabby, poorly finned
and barely reconditioned rainbow
brood stock was not exactly the stuff
of dreams!! However, even at that time,
dotted around the country, were a few
gems, where summerling rainbow trout
not yet one-year-old were stocked into
rich shallow limestone lakes to fend for
themselves. Lakes such as Lough Acalla
near Ballinasloe and Lough na Léibe,
high in the limestone hills of Sligo, belied
the belief that rainbow trout angling
was for the amateur or the pot hunter.
Lucky enough to discover the joys of
fishing for a large overwintered silver
rainbow in my teens I quickly became
a rainbow addict. Since that time, I’ve
been fascinated with these wonderful
sport fish and I’m quick to defend their
prowess as one of the best sport fish in
the world.
I was doubly fortunate to have
presented to me as a fishery manager
in the early 90’s my very own 60 acre,
shallow, rich limestone lake to play with
as I saw fit. Ballinlough, near Newport

in County Mayo, which is now run by
Inland Fisheries Ireland, lies on the
interface between the soft limestone
of the midland plains and the hard,
barren rocks of our Western perimeters.
The deepest point in the lake is about
5 metres and almost the complete bed
of the lake is coated in a dense bed of
Chara (stonewort), alternating with
brown patches of delicate Potamogeton
pondweed. Super rich in natural
feeding, Ballinlough can grow rainbow
trout from 4 inches to 4 pounds in just
two years. In an earlier life, my colleague
the late Martin O’Grady and I mounted
a strong campaign to have Lough Owel
stocked with fully finned, summerling
rainbow trout. Unfortunately, such a
radical suggestion did not find favour
with the managers at the time and
although many anglers were captivated
by the suggestion we found it impossible
to argue for a change in stocking policy
on the lough.
One afternoon in the late 90s
Tommy Fagan rang me from Lough
Lene in the midlands to say he and his
colleagues were keen to experiment
with stocking rainbow trout. This was
indeed music to my ears. I gave Tommy
every encouragement and all the advice

Ken Whelan is a fisheries
biologist and lifelong angler.
His work has taken him to
many exotic locations across
the globe, where he always
finds a reason to go fishing
Visit: www.kenwhelan.info

Below:
A stunning example of a wild
rainbow trout from Slovenia
courtesy of Gardiner Mitchell.
Modern farming techniques
have allowed countries like
Ireland to stock infertile fish
into wild, natural waters
without fear of adverse impacts

by Dr.Ken Whelan
Gardiner Mitchell
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Not to be deterred, Tommy
persevered and quickly developed a
stocking regime to suit the lake. Lene
also received a modest amount of
two-year-old brown trout and within a
couple of seasons rumour spread and
anglers from all over the country began
to flock to Lene to sample the lough’s
wonderful trout. Initially, however, there
was a problem, as the lough was stocked
with standard rainbow trout, known in
biological terms as “diploids”. These
were fertile trout and as a result, having
matured without spawning, many died
off overwinter. In spring anglers were
also encountering quite a number of
large female rainbow trout heavy with
dead or decomposing eggs.
However, salvation was at
hand in the form of sterile rainbow
trout. For the past 15 years or more
commercial production of rainbow
trout on the continent and in the UK
has been based on the production of
sterile rainbow trout called triploids. An
additional biological process ensures
that the sterile fish are all females and
that there is no risk that they will show
any secondary sexual characteristics,
such as the partial development of
ovaries or a change in colouration.

Gardiner Mitchell
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Opposite:
An image of a colourful wild
rainbow I caught a number
of years back in the stunning
surroundings of Lepena in
Slovenia,captured again by
Gardiner Mitchell. I’ve fished
for the species all over the
world and our rich, limestone
Irish loughs rival environments
found anywhere

WHAT IS A TRIPLOID FISH?
For the technically minded let me very quickly describe how all female
triploid rainbow trout are produced:
Female fry are changed into morphological males by feeding them male
hormones. Even though these fish are genetically female they produce
sperm instead of eggs. When sperm from such a male is used to fertilize
eggs, the offspring are all female. After they are sacrificed for their sperm,
these fish are discarded – they are never stocked. Cells that are destined
to become eggs in a fertile, female rainbow trout undergo a series of cell
divisions. These special cell divisions lead to a reduction in the number
of chromosomes in preparation for fertilisation which restores a normal
complement of chromosomes. At the time of spawning, rainbow trout
eggs have two sets of chromosomes. The second set of chromosomes
is usually expelled from the nucleus. If the eggs are subjected to
pressure or heat shock for a short period of time this prevents these
chromosomes from being expelled, by disrupting the small fibers that
pull the chromosomes apart. The result is that each egg has two sets of
chromosomes. Fertilization with a male sperm, which has one set of
chromosomes, produces an egg with three sets of chromosomes. As a
result these triploid fish are unable to reproduce. In many other ways
they are similar to non-triploid or “diploid” trout. It is important to note
that triploids are not Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) in that
there is no introduction of genetic material from other organisms.

“

I could muster in terms of stocking
Lene. Endlessly patient, Tommy
constantly hammered on the door of
the local fishery office until eventually
the powers that be gave in and he was
given permission to stock Lough Lene
on an experimental basis. Following my
advice to the letter he stocked the lake
with a range of trout including many
thousands of summerlings as I had done
in Ballinlough. Much to my surprise,
and indeed my embarrassment, the
summerling stocking was a complete
and total failure. I can only assume that
the presence of large numbers of big
perch and a modest number of pike put
pay to the survival of these beautiful
little fish.

“

triploids can gain a firm niche over the winter
period. Once they fully adapt to natural feeding
they can settle into an existence that will last
two, three or even more years in the wild...

“
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Right:
The growth rates in some
super-rich limestone waters
like Lough Lene are quite
incredible. This fin-perfect
7lb+ from a couple of summer’s
back was likely to be have been
stocked just 4 years previously!

The production of all-female
rainbows and indeed all-female browns
has revolutionised stocking in many
parts of the world. There are major
advantages in using triploids, primarily
of course being there is no risk that
these fish will spawn naturally in the
wild and continue to compete with
wild salmonids for many generations
to come, or in the most extreme cases
establish
self-reproducing
“wild”
populations. What we know now is that
triploids have an edge on other wild
salmonids, both in autumn and over
the winter period. Because they do not
develop sexually and since they have
a very strong resistance to some of the
natural infections and diseases that
can hit maturing or mature trout, such
as the common fungus Saprolegnia,
triploids can gain a firm niche over the
winter period. Once they fully adapt
to natural feeding they can settle into
an existence that will last two, three
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or even more years in the wild. We’ve
not had rainbow trout long enough in
our waters to gauge exactly how long
these fish can survive but certainly
some of the overwintered rainbow
trout in Lough Lene have reached five
to seven pounds in weight. They are a
firm testament to the high quality of the
fish that can be produced from stocking
well-conditioned, fully finned, triploid,
rainbow trout.
As an avowed rainbow addict
let me put forward a few even more
radical views in terms of the use of
triploids and the management of our
trout fisheries. As Martin and I argued
in the context of Lough Owel many
years ago, if a lough has inadequate
or modest natural spawning or if
indeed it is devoid of spawning, as
is the case in Ballinlough and Lough
Acalla, then there is every argument
for supplementing the stock of natural

trout with triploids so as to optimise
the actual production from the lake and
to guarantee first-class angling. Those
of you who’ve fished Lough Lene will
agree that the fighting qualities of the
fish, and the quality of the fish flesh, are
quite outstanding. Further, if you have a
lake that contains a very large stock of
triploids it makes no sense whatsoever
to close that lake to fishing over the
autumn or winter period. The argument
may be put forward that there is a need
to protect the wild stock of brown trout.
However, in the fisheries I’ve described
the numbers of stocked fish greatly
exceed the population of wild trout.
Furthermore, most of the wild browns
are busy in the winter time either
spawning in the tributaries or gathering
close to the mouths of tributaries, with
little on their mind except reproducing.
As has been found in many other
countries, such as New Zealand, it is
really a very simple matter to manage a

“

Left:
Another big Lene rainbow, a
water where anglers can not
only experience great yearround sport with stocked fish
but also have the opportunity
to fish for wild brown trout

“

if a lough has inadequate or modest natural spawning or if indeed it is devoid
of spawning... then there is every argument for supplementing the stock of
natural trout with triploids so as to optimise the actual production from the
lake and to guarantee first-class angling

stocked lake on a year round basis with
little adverse impact on the wild stock.
Such a regime ensures that the anglers
can enjoy their sport over a much longer
season and take a full harvest of trout
from the lough without them dying of
old age. Indeed, if it does transpire that
the triploid trout are living for many
years in these lakes it makes a great deal
of sense to encourage anglers to take a
well-managed harvest and thus keep
the stock of fish in the lake in balance.
Finally, I would argue that in heavily
stocked lakes, at least a proportion
of stocked fish should be adipose finclipped so that anglers may help to

“

assess the angling harvest and to ensure
that the management is responsive to
angling pressure and angling harvest.
Anglers might also be encouraged to
measure all fish caught so as to assess
the relative proportions of the various
year classes of stocked fish over any
given season and over winter.
I’ve been fortunate to fish on
many occasions for wild rainbow trout
in their natural environment. There
is no doubt in my mind that the rich
limestone waters of Ireland’s central
plain compare very favourably with
the richest of waters elsewhere in the
trout world. We are fortunate that we

“

now have the potential to manage our
waters so that anglers can enjoy fishing
for a prime well-conditioned, all-female
rainbow trout on a year-round basis.
What a contrast that is with the flabby,
poorly finned “mammies” that many of
us were faced with in our youth.
Ken Whelan
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Have you ever dreamt of going on a spur-of-the-moment,
overseas fishing trip, organising everything at the very
last minute, throwing caution to the wind in the hope of
a monster fish or two? Well , recently top all-round angler
Sidney Kennedy did just that... but did the gamble pay off?

M

Glenn with his 100lb+ hammerhead.
This was the pic that made up my
mind to jump on a plane!
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My friends Glenn and Killian McCormack
have been over in Lanzarote for the last
couple of months, working. Of course like
any self-respecting angler, whilst there
they were also looking for fishing spots and
guides. As it was often hard to understand
the locals, Glenn soon decided to drive
down every nook and cranny searching
for local anglers. With the whole island
driven, he came across only a few lads
fishing for bonito and barracuda from the
rocks and one guy fishing off a beach with
shark setups. As Glenn was chatting and
trying to understand his Spanish with some
broken English, he was able to work out
the universal language of fishing; that is,
making sounds of reels screaming, hand

gestures holding an imaginary bent fishing
rod and spreading his arms as wide as
possible to show how big the fish were!
With a flyer taken out of the angler’s car,
Glenn realised that he was actually a local
guide who provides sharking trips from the
shore. With his contact details taken, the
guide also gave Glenn another number for
a charter boat that offered night fishing
for sharks. He warned that if he targeted
sharks then he’d also be fishing the bottom
for other monsters of the deep Atlantic
waters...
The following morning Glenn
made contact with the charter boat and
after chatting for a few minutes the skipper
said that there were actually two spaces
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available for the following night if he
was interested. As you can imagine,
“Si!” was his answer. The trip for
Glenn, his friend Jason and the other
lads on board was very successful
and soon after they got back ashore
I was receiving pictures of incredible
butterfly ray, angel sharks (monkfish),
long nosed skate, stingrays of a 100lb
or more, smooth hound, tope and a
cracking hammerhead shark which
Glenn caught himself. It was truly
impressive stuff.
The next day, as Glenn and I
were talking on the phone about the
monsters that were being caught over
there, I naturally said that I’d love to
go over some day and join him. “Why
don’t you?!” he jokingly asked. “I have
another night charter booked for
5pm, Tuesday next week!”. After some
laughter, my reply was that surely
the flights would be too expensive,
especially at such short notice. As we
continued to chat Glenn, multi-tasker
that he is, threw me on loud speaker
and searched online for flights. Quickly
he found one leaving Cork at 12pm that
following Tuesday (Feb 13th), arriving
in Lanzarote at 4pm and returning at
6pm the next evening – and all for €201!
I usually like to plan my sessions well
in advance, especially trips abroad
but - call me mad - I just couldn’t
resist. “Book it!” I said quickly before I
changed my mind. With that, I sent on
all my details and phoned my boss for a
much-needed two day’s holidays. With
the flights and charter boat booked I
then asked Glenn if he could try to sort
out some beach fishing for sharks with
the guide he met on the beach. Again,

I’d rarely been so
excited arriving at
Cork airport!

“

He found one leaving Cork at 12pm that
following Tuesday (Feb 13th), arriving in
Lanzarote at 4pm and returning at 6pm
the next evening – and all for €201! ...I
just couldn’t resist. “Book it!” I said

star that he is, he organised a night’s
shore fishing from twelve midnight
(literally as we got off the charter boat)
right through until eleven that morning.
So, the plan was to get off the
plane in Las Palmas at 4pm Tuesday,
step onto the charter boat for 5pm,
fish until 11.45pm, head straight for the
beach for 12.30am, fish through the
night until around 11am Wednesday
morning before relaxing back at the
villa and catching a plane home at
3.30pm. Was I off my game?!
As I arrived at Cork airport,
I had my fingers crossed that there

were no flight delays. The trip was
all about maximising my very short
time in the Canaries and I couldn’t
afford any hiccups. After checking in,
I sat impatiently at my departure gate
keeping an eye on the noticeboard
hoping the plane was on schedule –
luckily it was.
After a three and a half hour
journey, I safely stepped onto Lanzarote
soil and had to laugh to myself at the
madness of it all! Straight away I could
feel the sudden rush of hot Spanish air
which I hadn’t felt in a long time. Glenn
was waiting in the arrivals lounge and
the first thing he said to me was “you
mad bastard!” With barely half an hour
to spare we collected the other twin
brother, Killian, along with their buddy
Jason and headed to the shop to get
some food for the boat trip and Red
Bull for the beach fishing to come later
that night.
With everybody on board we
headed to the shark grounds. After
Glenn and Jason’s recent success we
were in high hopes of hooking some
monsters and as we had about eight
miles to travel the lads put out some
lures for tuna and bonito. Sadly we
didn’t get any takes but it really would

Just a few hours after leaving home,
it was great to see the skipper and
first mate ready and waiting
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We used big strips of bonito for
bait on the bottom and heads
under floats for the sharks

A super butterfly ray for Glenn
and a super start to the trip

have been a bonus anyway. The tuna
rods came in as the skipper said it was
time to pull out the big guns for the
sharks. With the boat at anchor and all
rods out - four rods on the bow of the
boat fishing the bottom and two rods
on the stern hooked up to large baits
suspended by a floats – all that was left
was for a rod to start bending.
As the Spanish sun started
to disappear behind the surrounding
mountains the skipper shouted “fiiish
on!”. As Glenn was first up he got to
try out his new butt harness, which
he’d bought after feeling and seeing
the strength of the fish on his last
outing. With every turn of the reel
handle the fish was thumping back
hard and creeping line back off the
reel. Whenever Glenn thought he was
getting the better of the fish it powered
up and dove to the bottom again.
Eventually it started to tire and the
unseen fish neared the surface to reveal

“

itself as a butterfly ray. This type of ray
is part of the stingray family but they
have a much shorter tail with a barbed
stinger on it. With the fish safely landed
Glenn was over the moon as he had
lost one at the surface on the previous
boat trip. It was pretty crazy for me to
see such a huge fish just a matter of
hours after leaving Cork. The trip was
already worth it in my eyes but so much
more was yet to come.
The next bite fell to Killian
but this time the fish wasn’t putting up
much of a fight. Expecting some weird
and wonderful species I‘d never seen or
maybe even heard of before, I couldn’t
believe my eyes when a familiar conger
eel came over the gunnels! We all had a
good old laugh about Killian not being
able to catch them back home but just
a couple of minutes later it was Jason’s
turn to do battle with a fish that was
clearly no strap conger. To me it looked
like a ray of some sort, staying deep

We have poor old Killian a bit of
stick about his conger!

Expecting some weird and wonderful species I‘d never
seen or maybe even heard of before, I couldn’t believe my
eyes when a familiar conger eel came over the gunnels!
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“

Luckily, before my arms fell off the fish came into the view of the lights
and I was delighted to see a big butterfly ray ...my crazy plan to fly out
to Lanzarote for a night and a day’s fishing had worked.

ESCUALO FISHING
LANZAROTE

Jason with a nice long-nosed skate but
was a small consolation after losing
not one but two very good fish

We used big strips of bonito for
bait on the bottom and heads
under floats for the sharks

and doing its best to hug the seabed.
The lads all agreed. Unfortunately we
never got to see what it was as the
line failed on one big dive as the reel’s
tension was simply not set for such a
big fish.
By now it was high tide and,
like all boat fishing at this stage of the
tide, the sport had slowed down so
we reeled in all the rods and re-baited
them. With each rod reset, we knew it
would take the tide to turn and start
dropping before we would get another
take. It was over an hour before this
happened and then there were two
bites at once! Glenn hit his first, then
Killian and the identical twins played
an almost identical pair of long-nosed
skate to the boat. It was like having
double vision!
Thanks be to God, the next
bite came to my rod and every chance
the fish got to dive hard towards the
bottom it took. It then turned into the
flow to try and get off but by tightening
the clutch a few more clicks and piling
on the pressure I was able to stop it in
its tracks, even if it did hurt my back!
Luckily, before my arms fell off the fish
came into the view of the lights and
I was delighted to see a butterfly ray,
my first of the species. I think they are
a beautiful fish, looking like something
crossed between one of our painted
rays, a sting ray and a turbot! The
pressure was off now and my crazy
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plan to fly out to Lanzarote for a night
and a day’s fishing had worked.
With my fish returned it was
time to have something to eat and
drink and take a bit of a break. Just as
the skipper was telling us of the large
stingrays and rough-tail rays in these
waters, Jason’s rod bent right over
again, just like something from the TV
show Tuna Wars! With Jason fighting
the fish the rod started to bend over the
gunnel more and more and it seemed
to be far heavier than the other fish we
had landed. With five minutes passed
and the fish still winning the tug of war,
the rod suddenly sprung back and it
was gone. Whatever it was had worn
down the 80lb mono above the rubbing
leader. The lads reckoned it was a large
rough-tail ray of a few hundred pounds.
We were honestly gutted for Jason.
Sadly, all too soon it was time
to head back to port, so the skipper
started up the engines as we reeled
up the rods. Incredibly, just as I was
about to grab my rod from the holder
the reel gave a few quick clicks and
then screamed off! I lifted into it, the
first mate (name) tightened the drag
to stop the powerful fish taking line so
easily and then it all went slack as it
ran towards me. I wound and wound
as fast as I could until I caught up
with the fish again but then it went
slack again. “Gone” I admitted and I
have to say I was very disappointed

as I was convinced that it was a shark,
maybe even a hammerhead. It was
seeing Glenn holding up his 100lb+
hammerhead that really made me
decide to come to Lanzarote in the first
place.
As I started to retrieve the
slack line I suddenly felt something
pull back. This was very strange. We
shone the torches down the line and
saw a shark’s dorsal fin slicing through
the surface. Then it turned on its side
and showed its unusual hammer-head
shape. I slowly pulled it to the boat, the
skipper tailed a small hammerhead
and then it all became clear what
had happened - a larger shark had
grabbed it on the way in! So it was a
first for me in two ways; it was my first
hammerhead and the first time I have
ever had a shark grabbed by another
larger one on the way up!
Even though it was only a
small example of the species, it was the
main target floating around my head
as I flew out and that shark really had
made my crazy trip worthwhile. Little
did I know that much more was yet to
come on the beach later than night…

The Escualo is a Dutch fishing boat based in Puerto
Del Carmen, a 12 x 3.6m aluminium Striker. It has a
capacity for up to 12 people. Two Nanni diesel motors
with 320PS give the boat a good speed. Top equipment
supplied including Shimano and Penn reels (130 lbs, 80
lbs, 50 lbs), and Tiagra rods. The boat is also equipped
with a fighting chair and outrigger. Price €75 per
person, per day.

Not only was it my first hammerhead
but it was also the first time I’ve ever
had a shark grabbed on the way in!

Sid Kennedy

Part 2 of Sid’s crazy Lanzarote
adventure will appear in issue
22, due out in mid-May

Even if this big butterfly ray been my only fish of the trip, I would
have been over the moon but the trip just kept getting better...
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Aimed directly at the match or dedicated angler who fish with long range, fixed
spool surf casting rods and need the flexibility of using different diameter lines.
A versatile reel that can accommodate any one of three spare spools available.
This expandable system gives you the versatility to adapt to any fishing situation.
Features an ultra precise drag, a slow oscillation system and comes with a
medium and deep spool, reel bag and spool bands.
Tech Specs: 11 Shielded SS Bearings, Gear Ratio 4.6:1

VIRTUOSO XT - RRP £79.99 | SPARE SPOOLS - RRP £15.99 to £17.99
/TRONIXPRO

/TRONIXPRO1

/TRONIXPRO

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO

FOR NEWS, BLOGS AND YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT WWW.TRONIXPRO.COM
#YOURCATCHES - CAUGHT A PRIZED CATCH ON OUR GEAR, WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT, SUBMIT YOURS TODAY AT
WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM/YOUR-CATCHES
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Our How to section helps you to catch more fish!
Hints and tips, tricks and edges for game, coarse and
sea anglers.

FISH A MULTI RIG FOR CARP

Want us to feature something in particular? Then just
get in touch on social media or drop us an email at
editor@offthescaleangling.ie and let us know!

Howto

LEARN IT

DO IT

FISH IT

HOOKBAIT
USUALLY POP
UP BOILIE

CATCH IT!

		TIE A MULTI RIG FOR CARP

C

arp can be caught via a multitude of methods, baits & tactics - it’s what makes them such
a great sport fish. One of the best ways to target them in the winter & spring months is with
brightly coloured, often highly-flavoured, high attract pop up boilies when fish are less willing
to feed on large amounts of bait and when the water is usually clearer, making hi-viz baits a real
winner. The multi rig is very easy to tie, very easy to change and very effective!
Tying a multi rig is a very simple affair. All you
really need is some stiff or semi stiff (not supple)
coated braid for the hooklink, a hook with an
out-turned eye (which work best with this rig), a
micro swivel or rig ring for your bait and a swivel
to attach it to your mainline!

Hook size depends on bait size but 8s, 6’s and
even 4s are standard. Typically you can get
away with slightly larger hooks with pop up
presentations, which usually increase your
hooking ratio. Ideally the “D” the bait slides on
wants to be positioned no further up the hook
shank than level with the point.

The multi rig works on the basis that the hook
simply slides onto a big loop on the end of the
hooklink, tied with either a double overhand or
figure-of-8 loop knot. As you will see, the hook
isn’t actually tied on. Not only does this make
changing hooks very easy but it also saves tying
up new hooklinks all the time. Theoretically the
same hooklink could last a very long time.

The mechanics of most pop up rigs work best and
most efficiently with round baits (boilies) but don’t
be afraid to use alternative hookbaits - it doesn’t
have to be a boilie! Think popped up maggots,
sweetcorn, tiger nuts, the list is endless really.

The loop the hook sits on also serves another
important function and that is by creating a stiff
section near the hook itself. Not only does this
prevent tangles (like most pop up rigs, this rarely
tangles) but the stiffness of the doubled-over,
loop makes it far more difficult for a carp to
eject the bait once it has taken it into its mouth.
Effectively it acts as an extension of the hook
shank, as with chod rigs etc.
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Use a split shot (BB or AAA usually), pop up
weight or a blob of tungsten putty to counterbalance the pop up. Putty can be moulded over
the knot to neaten things up or a weight can
be pinched on the hooklink just below it. Many
anglers prefer to play around with the amount of
weight until their hookbait sinks nice and slowly to
the bottom. Always test your rigs in the margins!
Although not necessary, stripping back 5-10mm
of hooklink coating below the knot creates
a hinge effect and generally improves the
mechanics & movement of the rig

Bait tied to hook
swivel, rig ring or
use a bait screw

Size 8-4
chod hook

Pop up weight,
split shot or putty
to balance the bait

AV. 6-10” 15-25LB
STIFF COATED
BRAID HOOKLINK
Short strippedback section
to create hinge
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*FREE ROI & NI DELIVERY!

VISIT
OUR NEW
ONLINE
SHOP!

SHOP NOW

Help to support Ireland’s #1 angling magazine!
Secure online payment via

Best of Off the Scale, Volume 2
This high quality printed A5 book features eleven of
the very best articles from magazine issues 9 (March
2016) through 14 (January 2017) across 84 pages.
These are the last of a limited run and may well be
collectors items of sorts in years to come!

ly

Now on

€7.50!

2018 A4 wall calendar
Last
few left!

Only

€8
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Our glossy A4 wall calendar (which opens to
A3 size) contains 12 inspirational game, coarse
and sea angling-related images along with all
the important dates, holidays, moon phases
and room to write in your fishy notes!
Proudly printed in Ireland using paper & inks
from sustainable sources
Issue 21
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Fishing provides time to think,
and reason not to. If you have
the virtue of patience, an hour
or two of casting alone is plenty
of time to review all you’ve
learned about the grand themes
of life. It’s time enough to
realize that every generalization
stands opposed by a mosaic of
exceptions, and that the biggest
truths are few indeed
Carl Safina, The View from Lazy Point (2011)
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Thanks for reading...

News, tips, advice, inspiration & so much more...
offthescalemag
@ off_the_scale_magazine
@ offthescale_mag

Off the Scale magazine
editor@offthescaleangling.ie
www.offthescaleangling.ie

Ireland’s #1 angling magazine

